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Economic assistance programs 
We won't get a chance like this again 
BY DONNA VALLIERES Shelf'ord said Skoglund shipped to Alberta for Stiklne Regional board Joe resources industry, as well 
HERALD STAFF WRITER Hotsprings one of his pet slaughter before they are Banyay, said the meeting as the need for local par- 
• . projects in recent years, ship.p.ed back to B.C. for was a good first step for ticipation inthe type of 
• canN~ f ~ t s ~ ~  could benefit from an in- retail sales, Shelford said. local ad-Z~tnistraters of the development to occur within 
eentive grant o turn it into a Chairman of the industrial ~ogram to meet the people the region. 
.development of northwest resort and tourist at- development committee on who are adminiatoring the The ~ederal nd provincial 
B.C., local officials learned traction. He said he was Terrace cmmcil Aid. Bob program on the senior level, agreements will bolster 
secondary industry while from representatives of the also thinking up other Cooper said Terrace would Banyay, who met with ~iving room for local imput 
federal and provincial projects which coulil use the definitely be taking ad. provincial and federal 
governments at a meeting ~unding schemes, vantage of the programs department representatives into development, he said. 
sppnsored by the northwest Earlier in .the seminar offered through the senior about amonth ago to discuss "I don't think we~l ever 
development council here Sheiford had pointed to the government departments, various regional benefits, get an Opportunity like this 
yesterday, need for government in- "The money is there, we said the next step is to again," Simmons said 
More than 50 municipal centive progra.ms .to keep should formulate plans," he acquaint the business referring to the $I00 million 
ann regional govern- the economu going t~ecanse said. community with the available through the 
mentsoffieials came to the production costs in this Cooper said one area in programs available, pro~ams. 
day-long seminar to learn province are too "far out of which Terrace could benefit Dzrecter General of the 
how the northwest can line" to he able to compete Department of regional 
economic ec~nsion in B.C. 
Ron Marshall was at the 
under the programs is land 
benefit from recently an- with imports. • acq~sition for development 
whmh would encourage 
industry to come into the 
area .Cur rent ly  the 
municpality does not have 
capital funds to. purchase 
land for development. 
The next step, the Terrace 
alderman said, is to talk to 
various progrmas over ".m 
council and work througn 
the regional district to get 
the programs going. 
Cliairman of the Kitimat- 
f" 
the  lnerald 
nounced incentive program 
which will be Jointly •funded, Reagrding agriculture 
by the f~leral and and livestock pi'oductien, 
provincial governments. Shelford said there would 
Skeena Cyril have to he more support 
Shelferd ~seidMI~ meeting from supermarket chains in 
was ' , very  worthwhile" purchas.m~ B.C. goods and 
because it brought it the packing industry, as 
'together all the groups who well as slaughterhouse, 
would be invelved in subsidy would have to he promoted 
within the Province. project. 
"/dot will come out of this At present, almost all of 
meetinlt alone," he stated, the cattle in B.C. has to be 
"This is government 
helping business," Banyat 
said, and the businessmen 
will have to understand 
what is available before 
local government can 
represent thier needs. 
The Chairman of the 
Northern Development 
Council which hosted the 
seminar, BERT Simmons, 
said the council has long 
realized the need for 
secondary industry to 
complement he primary 
seminar to explain the role 
of the federal DREE 
programs in the reduction of 
economic disparity. 
Marshall said that the 
department was formed in 
1969 to ensure that weaker 
bregions in the country could 
enefit from relative 
~osperity elsewhere in 
nada and explained that 
regions in B.C.  have 
Weather 
A weak low pressure area 
moving along the eoast will 
bring cloudy weather witk 
showers over the next fe~ 
Representatives ofprovincial and federal 
governments, right, fielded questions 




recently been designated to
come more fully underthese 
programs. 
He said the Canadian and 
B.C. government agreed to  
cooperate in. economic and 
scc~-ecanomic development 
in various regions in the 
province, including the 
northwest, northwest and 
the Koetenays. 
In July, these regions 
were designated for federal 
DREE assistance under the 
Regional Development 
Incentives Act )rdia). 
commercial development 
by offering incentive grants 
and loan guarantees for 
most types of mannfac- 
turin~g and processing in- 
dustriea and lean guaran- 
tees for certain commercial 
operations. 
The incentive grants and 
loan guarantees can be 
offered to any Canadian or 
foreign group to establish 
modernize or expand 
business or industrial 
operations to creat op- 
portunities for employment. 
Another subs id ia ry  
will provide money for 
commercial undertakings 
that will create jobs, job 
training, remote rural 
community projects and 
primary producing projects. 
Programs within the 
region which have already 
taken advantage of the 
ARDA program are the 
Telegraph Creek airstrip 
and the telecommunication 
repearer planned for Atlin. 
It is expected that 
programs for the immediate 
area will be slow in coming, 
but local officials appeared 
optimistic that the nor. 
thweat will benefit from the 
days. Teday's high will ~ The RDIA program was 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, the Hazeltons, Stewart and the Nass Iow,ab°utfivel0 d grees.degrees' tonight ~ proveddesignatedoppertunitiest° cr ate im-foz employment,agreement to t~e romote 
'VOLUME 71 NO. H0 P¢ice: 20 cetMs FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7, 19rl employment throu[~h the Agriculture and Rural federal-provincial incentive 
~ ~,, ~-J promotion of industrial and Development act )arda), assistence. 
in.the free glaucoma screening program at u larenee . p.m 
Screening may prevent blindness 
Herald staff effors of optometrists, pressure in the eyes and a tobe phenomenal, he added. 
About one in every hun- nurses and at least one blood pressure test. " 
dred people over the age of physician, said the Glaucoma damages blood 
30 develops glaucoma, a screening program should Some people may be vessels and the optic nerve 
disease that leads to total pick up  most people with referred to prefesaionais for as a result of Pressure of the 
blindness and is very dif- symptoms of the disease, further testing, but that  fluid inside the eyeball 
icult to detect, but tt can still be missed, doesn't necessarily mean increasing for a variety of 
In conjunction withWorld they have the disease, said reasons, he said. This af- 
,ions Day, the service club Persons undertaking the I-Iawes, who emphasized a fects vision and ocular 
sponsoring a free tests will pass through five certain percentage ofpeople metabolism. After the onuc 
laucoma clinic at Clarence stations giveing their with glaucoma could still be nerve is damaged, sight 
liehael School gymnasium personal data, taking a missed by the screening. In can't be restored. 
from noon to 4 p.m. visual acuity test, sub- order to make the sereeulng A variety of treatments are 
['Saturday. . mitting to an 100per cent sure of catching available, however, for 
I Optometrist Vic Hawes, ophthamosocpy, or close all those in whom glaucoma those whose glaucoma 
I one of the people co- 
tests the number of tests wotddbave early stages. tonometry, which _ 
ordinating the ,volunteer inspection of the eyes, a has begun to develop, the development is caught in its 
Cherry Point ruling appealed 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- there would be a debate if 
Atlantic Richfield CO. issued the question comes before 
a statement Thursday Congress again. 
urging President Carter to For Congress to recon- 
vetoa bill that would kill its sider theissue, either Carter 
would have to sen d the bill 
the Magnusen amendment. 
The Magnuson spokesman 
said both he and Atlantic 
Richfield agreed that unless 
the amendment is over- 
turned, the TransMountain 
The Northern Tier plan 
would have the Alaskan oil 
move by ship to Port 
Angeles, on the Siralts of 
Juan de Fuca adjacent o 
Puget Sound. From there it 
would move east through a 
ta~oposal to move Alaskan 
oll through existing 
pipelines from Cherry 
Point, Wash., to Edmonton 
and then to the U.S. Mid- 
back 
west. 
• 'In its statement, the 
company said Congress took 
"hasty and premptory 
action" Wednesday in 
passing a bill .that would 
[~ohiblt construction ofany 
crude oil facility on ~'ugec 
Sound in the state of 
Washington. 
The  prohibition came in 
the form of a surprise 
amendment o a bill to 
protect marine mammals, 
~vith Senator Warren 
nnson (Dem. Wash.) in- 
cing the amendment 
Tu~'~Ythe~ bill was passed 
Wednesday night, as 
~ended, Magnuson said he 
is confident it will receive 
Carter's ignature. 
A t lant i c  R ieh f ie  
spekeaman Manny Jiminez 
said in a telephone interview 
from Los Angeles that 
Mngnuson's action came 
without formal notice and 
Congress would have to 
introduce a bill repealing 
or someone in plan t~ move oil from 
Cherry Point tothe Midwest new pipoline. 
is dead. 
Thompson asked to rule 
on pollution documents 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Dr. The documents relate to a 
Andrew Thompson, head of bid Wednesday by Storrow 
the .West Coast oil ports to inspect federal records 
inquiry, was asked Thur- relating toan allegation that 
sday to decide whether Burrard Dry Dock Co. Ltd. 
certain federal government of Vancouver was 
documents are relevant to responsible for a pollution 
problem during repairs to a 
ship in 1973. 
Storrow raised the matter 
again Thursday during 
cross-examination of Bernie 
Heskin, regional director of 
the environmental 
protection service. 
Heskin was asked Wed- 
nesday to produce two 
documents relating to the 
incident but said he would 
search his files and then 
seek legal advice regarding 
their confidentiality.. 
his hearings, and if so, 
whether they should remain 
confidential. 
The request followed a 
lengthy exchange between 
Marvin Storrow, a lawyer 
representing the Kitimat Oil 
Coalt/on which opposes an 
oil port in the northern~ 
Coastal city, and who favors 
releasing the documents, 
and J. Arthur MacLennan, a
justicedepartment lawyer 
who believes the documents 
should remain confidential. 
HELD ONTO DOCUMENTS 
Heskin returned Thursday 
with Maclennan who had 
both documents and said he 
did not want to give them to 
Hesktn lest Storrow ex- 
parpriate them. 
MacLennan, did, 
however, describe the 
documents as advice from 
civil servants to their su- 





would inhibit t,~ giving of 
such advice, and govern- 
ment as we know it would 
grind to a halt," MacLannan 
said. 
Trudeau appeals for 
English school right   
OTI~AWA (CP) -- Prime 
Minister Trsdeau renewed a 
formal appeal Thursday to 
Premier Rene Levesque to 
restore the right to English- 
language education in 
Quebec province. 
At the same time, 
appear in a case launched in 
Quebec Superior Court, 
Montreal, by three lawyers 
who say provisions giving 
priority to French in the 
courts and the Quebec 
national assembly violate 
the constitution: 
Trudeau rejected proposals The British - North 
~: to initlate a quick test of the America Act of 1867, the 
::~legality. :of i Quebey. 's .~.new~ ~ .~b'flif~y'~/;, main con- 
language law by rezerring it stitutional law, gives equal 
directly to the Supreme status to English and 
Court of Canada, French in the Quebec and 
But the federal govern- 
me'st will join in private 
actions already begun in 
lower courts challenging the 
Quebec language law. The 
government, while not 
rorovkling financial legal aid 
l~rivate groups chal- 
lenging the Quebec law, will 
intervene to support 
arguments that "a few 
provisions of the law are of 
-~ iont - l t i  t s n . 
validity." 
Trudeau set out his 
~ vernment's response to e Quebec language law, 
Bill 101, in a 4,-000-word 
letter to Leves~. ue and a 
1,600-word position paper 
released to the press. 
Referring to the decision 
against a Supreme Court 
referral, the federalpesitien 
paper says it believes "that 
political rather' than legal 
initiatives are more ap- 
propriate in the circum- 
stances and that the 
repressiveprovisions f the 
bill should be abolished 
through the democratic 
process." 
PRESENTS ARGUMENT 
Trudeau's letter to 
Levesque urges the premier 
to reconsider the federal 
propaml of one month ago-- 
i'ejected by Levesque Sept. 
9---to guarantee minority 
language rights in schoom  
all provinces" by  a con- 
stitutional amendment. 
"Once again, I invite you 
to reconsider your position 
on the advlsability of 
providing for education 
language rights in the 
constitution of Canada,' 
Trudeau writes. 
"Indeed, I implore you to 
do so, if only for the sake of 
the francophone minorities 
in other provinces, who at 
last would have the support 
of the constitution in their 
long struggle to affirm their 
rizhts 
• ~ ~mphnsize also that 
this guarantee would ensure 
to the anglophone minority 
of Quebec tbat its language 
rights would no longer be 
subject to further restric- 
tions," Trudeau adds. 
He suggests that 
discussions on the issue 
begin soon. Copies of the 
letter to Lavesque have been 




government says it will 
federal• legislatures and 
courts. 
Bill 101, the language 
charter which became law 
in Quebec Aug. 26, says 
"French is thelanguage of
the legislature and the 
courts in Quebec" and gives 
French priority in govern- 
ment and business. 
The charter also restricts 
the right to public schooling 
in English to children who 
have a sister or brother in 
the English school system, 
who have at least one parent 
who was educated inQuebec 
English schools or who 
move into Quebec from 
another part of Canada for a 
temporary stay of up to 
three years. 
Other immigrants or 
Canadians who move to 
Quebec are required to send 
their children to French- 
l a 
requirement already defied 
by some Quebec parents and 
school boards. 
SUGGESTS GUARANTEE 
Trudeau wrote to 
Leveaque and the other 
premiers Sept. 2 proposing 
the constitutional mend- 
ment guaranteeing freedom 
to choose either English or 
French education 
"wherever the numbers of 
children ... warrant the 
~arOVision of the necessary 
cilities." 
Under a special proposed 
provision, Quebec would be 
permitted to restrict the 
education guarantee to 
Canadians--immigrants 
from outside Canada would 
have to choose French 
schools. 
But Quebec would be 
invited to opt for full ap- 
plication of the guarantee at 
some future time when that 
province felt the future of 
the French language there 
was secure. 
Levesque rejected the 
Sept. 2 proposal, arguing 
that it would curtail 
Quebee's rights and con- 
stitute federal intervention 
in education--a field 
reserved to the provinces in 
• the division of federal- 
~qovincial powers under the 
A Act. 
The BNA Act does not give 
equal status to both 
languages in provinces 
other than~ y~quebec. 
Bear  mau ls  
• i ty  c area 
,.i By Ann Dunsmuir 
. . . . . . .  Herald staff wrlter ~" 
A ton-year-old boy is in serious condition after he " 
was mauled by a three-year-eld female bear inside 
Kitimat city limits at about 6:30 p.m. last night. 
A neighbour shot and k, led the bear as it was 
dra~ing Chad Taskinen up hill out of a guney 
flanking the street on the west side of town where 
several families live. 
Klaus Knschke, of 67 Dunn Street, whose back yard 
' runs into the gulley, said he was leaving his house 
wbenhis ons Kevin, 12, and daughter Snsan,14, called 
to him for help, saying a bey had been attacked by a 
bear and they could hear him screaming. 
"They were crying and excited," Knschke said. He 
grabbed his .303 rifle and followed the children into the 
flush. "The bear was pulling the child by his mid- 
section," he said. 
From the ridge above the gulley hew as able to get a 
clear shot at the bear's chest area. The bear s head 
was in the boy's lap, so I had to aim for the chest," 
Kuschke said. 
He pumped two more shots into the bear before 
pulling it off the boy. 
Kusehke said the child was conscious when rescued, 
though e had lest his scalp and suffered abdominal 
injnrles. 
the boy was taken to Kitimat General Hospital and is 
reported in serious but stable condition. 
Courl; rules 
ouL bill 
IV[ONTREAL (CP) -- A 
Quebec Superior Court 
justice ruled un- 
constitutional Thursday a 
section of the province's 
Charter of the French 
Language requiring that all 
court documents be fried in 
French. 
Mr. Justice Perry Me~ r, 
handing down a ruling n a 
complicated injunc! on 
proceeding, held that 
chapter Ill, Section 12 of the 
language charter violates 
language guarantees  
contained in the British 
North America Act. 
The section of the charter 
at issue requires that all 
court documents be written 
in French, or if in English he 
accompanied by a French 
translation which is the 
official version for judicial 
purposes. 
mr. Justice Meyer's 
ruling was immediately 
appealed. 
The deeision, which af- 
fects only the one section of 
the charter, arose as the 
result of a courtroom tactic 
by defence lawyers trying to 
obtain a delay in an in- 
junction hearing unrelated 
to the language law. 
PLEA FOR INJUNCTION 
The case centred on a 
•fledtition for an injunction-- in English--by a New 
Jersey-based company, 
Chemical and Pollution 
Sciences Inc. 
The firm is trying to block 
a former employee, 
Maurice Malone, from 
working for Record 
Chemical Co. of Montreal. 
The plaintiffs charge that 
Malone, a former employee 
of the U.S. firm, violated a 
cont ract  agreeement  
barring him from working 
for any competing company 
for two ~ears after leaving 
his previous employer. The 
provision was designed to 
protect rade secrets. 
Lawyers for Malone and 
for Record Chemical Co. 
challenged the injunction 
petition on the grounds that 




The Herald staff wishes 
all Ter race-K i t imat  
residents the best over the 
Thanksgiving weekend. 
Since we ' l lbe  taking a 
holiday ourselves, there will 
be no paper Monday. 
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Play director 
here Saturday 
Guy. Robinson a 
protessmnai director from 
Vancouver will arrive in 
Terrace on Saturday Oct. 8, 
1977 to direct a play for 
Terrace Little theatre. Mr. 
Robinson has been in 
theatre for 10 years and has 
worked with thealre groups 
in Dawson Creek, Fort St. 
Jo~m as well as the lower 
m~inland. He will be 
directing a play entitled 
Aremic and Old Lace a play 
i which is set in the 1940's. 
Mr. Robinson will be 
holding a meeting at 7 p~n. 
I 
SATURDAY October 8 in 
the Terrace Little Theatre 
building on Kalum Str. This 
mee~g will he for anyone 
interested in the technical 
end of the dircting, 
costumes, lighting, sound, 
set huildjr~, makeup, etc. 
Please drop by the Little 
Theatre building on 
Saturday evening. This is a. 
large producation and many |
people will be needed. I 
I 
On Sunday, Oct 9 at 2p.m. I
Gur Robinson will ho ld l  
readings of the play. I 
I 
-.--..-Branch 13 dispatch 
Golden birthday 
ball, Saturday 
A Golden Anniversary-is a 
memorable ecaesion and 
the Ladies Atudlliary to 
branch 13 are going all out to 
celebrate this very special 
Birthday. 
Saturday night is their 
Gala Golden Anniversary 
Banquet and Ball at the 
arena. Proceedings ~et 
underway at 7 p.m. w~th 
dinner slated for 7:30. 
Tickets at $5.00 per couple 
are available from the 
Legion or at Terrace Sowing 
Centre. 
Special guests at the 
function will include Dolly 
Cartwright, Provincia 
President of the L.A., 
Denise Fulljames, Zone 
Representative and Mayor 
Dave Mroney. The ladies of 
Branch 13 are well known 
for their ability to sponsor 
truly delightful than or- 
dinary. Pickup your tickets 
now and plan to meet your 
friend at the Ames Banuet 
Room on Sat. Night. 
The Dart Club is in full 
swing again for the winter 
season. Plans ate being 
mande for more visits to 
clubs in other towns and 
already there is discussion 
of representation of some 
magnitude attending the 
Winter Games being held 
this year in Prince Goerge. - 
I III - 
This is a bus little group 
and they would very much 
like to see may people in- 
Volved. New members will 
be made very welcome-you 
don't have to be and expert. 
The dart players now in- 
volved will be glad to teach 
you and help you. Come on 
out any Wednesday evening, 
8 p.m. at the Branch for an 
evening of fan and 
fellowship with the Dart 
Club. 
The new executive for the 
1977-78 season consitss of 
President Ra~, Johnson, 
First Viee-Presxdent WaTne 
Larson, Second Wce- 
Presinde Art Mills and 
Secretary Treasurer Laveta 
Mills. 
November 5th is the 
Curling Cpiel, hosted by 
Branch 13. The banquet and 
dance will be held in the 
Terrace Hotel with some 
tickets for the dance 
available to non curlers at a 
nominal fee .  Come and 
watch the then and dane2 ames come 
Remeber October 11, iS 
the next general meeting. 
Eight o'clock sharp at the 
branch. This is your Legion, 
come out to the meetings 
and stay aware of what 
transpires. _ ...... 
I 
Strengthens independant dealers 
Gas stations get more power in guidelines 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  "Our government wants 
Pro _~~l~t l lM~ the small, independent 
Jack ~ ~  retailers of gasoline, in- 
nounced new gasoline dividual station owners, 
marketing guidelines station lesees and private 
designed to guarantee in- brand dealers to maintain a
dependent retailers two. strong presence in the 
thirds of the market, comer gas station business 
Davis told a news con- in this province" Davis told 
ference that what he called reporters. , .  
a "Dealer's Bill of Rights" He said the guidelines will 
will limit major oil corn- help define the .trading 
panics to a one.third share areas of smaileroperatore, 
of the market hrough their allow them to purchase 
own outlets, products other thangasoline 
Major oil companies are from different suppliers and 
increasingly termina.ting protect them from sudden 
leases on gas stations ,or- termination of their leases. 
merly operated by in- 
dependent retailers to ,'.lose ENSURES INCREASE 
the outlet or convert it to a "The independent retailer 
self-serve station, is particularly hard hit these 
Davis said the guidelines, days," the minister said. 
to become ffective Dec. I, "With rising gasoline prices 
will be monitored by the and the introduction of 
British Columbia Energy smaller, more gas-efficient 
Commission. cars, the total volume of 
Kitimat court 
On the docket 
5 
Three Kitimat youths 
pleaded quilty in provincial 
court TI-IRUSDAY 
BEFORE Judge Selwyn 
Romilly to a charge of 
possession of liquor while 
under age. 
Thomas Herbert Kreutz, 
Randal James Klassen and 
Kenneth James Lewis, all 
18, were found each with 
their own case of beer after 
they were stopped in a. car 
by police near the public 
safety building Sept. 22. 
Judge Romilly told the 
defendants hat "although it
may seem odd that you can 
hold jobs and earn good 
money and yet not be 
allowed to have liquor in 
you possession, that is the 
law." He fined Kreutz and 
Klassen $10 and LEWIS 
!¥47. 
Pentti Heishanen pleads 
quilty to a charge of driving 
with a blood-alcohol level 
exceeding .08 per cent. He 
twas fined $3001 ~lnd had h~ 
@ 
This weekend, give her a ring for 55¢ or less. 
Whisper sweet nothings into 
her ear for practically nothing. 
Because B.C.Ters long distance 
weekend rates let you dial direct 
(112) to most places in British 
Columbia" between 5 p.m. Friday 
and 5 p.m. Sunday for just 35¢ 
or less per minute (minimum 
license suspended for three 
months. 
David McKenna, in court 
for a presentence r port, wa 
sentence to a total of six 
mpt~t~ in erison. 
Me=terms was convicted 
on two counts of trafficking 
in marijuana on May 30 and 
31, 1977. He was sentenced 
to three months on each 
charge to be served con- 
secutively at the Terrace 
Correctional Centre. 
McKeana was also given a 
one month sentence for a to 
~rved concurrently with 
the other sentences. 
The trial of Ian Alaster 
Bell, adjourned since Sept. 
1, ended Thursday with his 
conviction on a charge of 
trafficking in mda June 6 
though the defendant was 
no~ we~ent in cqprlL . 
ueu ns now nvmg ana 
working in Dunean, on 
Vancouver Island. He was 
fined $350 and sentenced to 
six months on probation. 
charge 23¢ per call). 
So cuddle up on the phone 
this weekend. 
And engage in some 
sparkling ~! i~ 
conversation. 
a TEL ....... 
' Rate does not apply on calls from the OK Tel area. coin tel. motel, hotel and to some Northern points not served by B.C. Tel. 
TV special---TOMORROW NIGHT 
-!=.j" 
~,~ soline sold in British lumbia is tending to drop. 
"This, together with a 
growing inclination on the 
part of consumers to shop 
around, is causing station 
after station to close up. 
Some of these closures are 
overdue, but there is a dan- 
~ er that the small,, in- ependent retailer will 
disapvear as well." 
Di~is, who met with 
representatives from the 
major oil companies before 
the news conference, 
stressed that the guidelines 
were voluntary, but said 
that, if the companies do not 
comply the government is
prepared to legislate. 
He said the oil companies 
have seen the guidelines in 
draft form but were sur- 
prised at the two-third, one- 
ihird formula. 
Davis added that while the 
oil company representatives 
said they dzd not like 
gthiovemment i volvement in
s area, he doesn't feel 
that they will oppose the 
guidelines. 
REPORT RELEASED 
Davis also released some 
findings of the energy 
commission, which in. late 
1975 conducted a study of 
gasoline marketing in B.C. 
Its major findings were 
that: 
--there was excess ser- 
vice station capacity in 
B.C.; 
-..as a result, the con- 
sumer pays more than is 
necessary for gasoline; 
--independent dealers 
suffer discrimination and 
insecurity in their relations 







Cliff Bar rows  
Geo. Bever ly Shea 
Tedd Smi th  
John  Innes 
SPECIAL  GUESTS:  
lohnuyCash 
June Ca,er 
NORMA Z IMMER 
MYRTLE HALL  
SUBJECT: 
"In Sea[ch ofNoah's 
"/.'00 p.m. 
OFTK, TV ON 6 
READ BILLY GRAHAM'S BOOK "HOW TO BE BOON AGAJN"-AVAILABLE AT BOOX AND DEPT. BYORES 
I Resul,s oblcdnecl using T~r.5~ orl Conodo approved test methods using stor.da;d tronsm]s'.ion. Fuel consumDlion will ~arv deDending on how and where y0u drive, oDtionol ecluipmenl and ¢ond,lion ol your car. 
i :; iii!i!iii:: ;ii!iiil 
i~!~i:iiii:ii:[:!:i:i~:i 
be 
to hand you ihis-I,ne. 
Look familiar? 
It's the Volkswagen Rabbit. 
But without even looking too closely, it could 
be one of any number of cars that have recently 
appeared on the market. Or are about to. 
If imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, 
we're very flattered. 
However, it's not the outside line of the Rabbit 
that makes it so revolutionary, it's what goes on 
underneath the line. 
In the five intensive years of planning and 
innovation that it took to create the Rabbi t , it 
was continually designed from the inside out. 
Not vice.versa, like many cars. Looks for looks' 
sake was never our.intentiorT, and that's where 
we drew the line. 
For instance, since our trans- 
verse engine was mounted 
sideways up front, it created a 
huge amount of room for 
people and luggage i/~ back. 
(Far more room we might add, 
than any other car its size.) And 
since the eng ne took up less 
room, that engineering fact plus 
extensive wind tunnel tests 
determined the dramatic slope of the hood. 
• The .sleek hatchback rear end design and 
the sporty line of the Rabbit's front were no 
accidents either. Even though they were in 
part refined by hundreds of test collisions over 
several years. 
Function followed safety. And form follows 
function. All along the line. 
You also get front-wheel drive. 72 kilometers 
per gallon (45 mpg) on the highway, .47 km/gal 
(29 mpg) in the city.* You can accelerate from 0 
to 80 km/h in a scant 8.3 seconds. (No one has 
been able to •match those specs either.) 
You get fuel injection, rack and pinion steer- 
ing,. front disc brakes, steel belted radials, inde- 
pendent 4-wheel suspension, 
V o l ~ ~ ~ l ~  1 and a whole list of advanced features that other car makers 
have not even caught on to 
yet, let alone caught up with. 
Drop in at your nearest VW 
dealer and test drive the aston- 
ishing Rabbit. 
Why settle for pale 
imitations when you can buy 
There's no comparison, the original? 
THE 1978 RABBITS ARE HERE. SEE THEM AT YOUR LOC~LVOLKSwAGEN DEALER. 
COLUMBIA AUTO HAUS 
VOLKSWAGEN AUTHORIZED DEALER 
3779 R IVER,  TERRACE 
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Brown Owl Ann Pollock pushes Linda 
Martin out of the nest. Carol Anderson 
and Diane Morehoase also flew up in 
Wednesday night's eeremony held by 
Skesna Brownie Pack no.2. To fly up a 
Brownie must be 10 years old and have 
earned her golden hand. Once her work is 
done, a Brownie may chose the fly on any 
mode of transport. This group were 
bluebirds and flew through an enchanted 





Here are the numbers drawn in the September 30th 
draw of The Provincial Lottery. Check the numbers be- 
low--you may be a winner. To claim your prize, follow 
the instructions on the reverse of your ticket. 
If you're not a winner in this draw, 
KEEP YOUR TICKET 
Your Sept. 30th draw ticket is also eligible 





1118101 11 I=111 
If the last six, five, four or three digits on your ,ticket are 
identical to. and In the same order as those wlnnlng 
numbers above, your ticket. Is eligible to win the car- 
responding prize. 
last 6 digits win $10,OOO ] 
last 5 digits win $1~000 I 
last 4 digits win $250 I 
last 3 digits win $50 J 
NOTE: Fifty dollar wlnners ($50.] may claim their wlnnlngs by presenting their 
ticket to any branch of Canadlan Imperial Bank of. Commerce only in British 
Columbia, Yukon, Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba, 
TICKETS FOR: 
DCTOBER 30, 197 
OVEMBER 27; t9~ 
ON SALE NOW! 
OCrOS   t9 71 " 
I 1977 
Western Canada Lotte /Foundation 
Phillips sees 
development 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  
Economic Development 
Minister Don Phillips said 
Thursday he is still op- 
timistic about the 
development of coal 
deposits in northeast British 
Columbia, despi te-  a 
recently-announced decline 
in the Japanese market. 
Hajime Tsubouchi, vice- 
president of Nippon Kokan 
K.K. of Japan, one of the 
world's three largests 
trading companies and a 
major importer of B.C. 
coking coal, said earlier tiffs 
week in Edmonton that 
Japan couldn't be counted 
on to take a part in any new 
coal developments in the 
near future. 
He said that because of 
decline in. production of 
steel, his c0mpany is "left 
with no alternatives but to 
say is will not be PoSsible for 
us to make any susbstanitai 
contribution to any new, 
large-scale coking coal de- 
velopment projects in the 
comi~ two or three years." 
Suspension holds 
up settlement 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C.' 
(CP) --. The British 
Columbia Labor Relations 
Board has requested written 
submission from both 
parties involved in the 
contract dispute between 
th~ Pulp Paper and Wood- 
workers of Canada and two 
Prince George pulp mills. 
The submissions concern 
a three-day suspension 
given to Mickey Fmni~an, 
an employee of  Prmce 
George Pulp, and secretary 
of Local 9 of the union. 
Finnigan served one day 
of the suspension before the 
LRB ordered him re- 
instated pending an in- 
vestigation. 
Several other employees 
were suspended later and 
the union is trying to get 
them rescinded before 
settling a new contract. 
The LRB is expected to 
rule on the submissions 
sometime next week. 
The dispute between the 
mills and the union is the 
stumbling block to an 
a~reement for a province- 
vnde contract, because the 
industry believes it is part of 
an industry-wide issue and 
refuses to si~.n a master 
agreement until the dispute 
is settled. 
The union looks on the 
dispu~ as a local issue and 
is willing to conclude the 
master agreement before 
settling the local issues. 
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Despite 9 day freeze 
Ferries staff goes off 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
British Columbia Ferries 
Corporation workers walked 
off the job at nearby 
Tsawwassen Thursday 
night even though Labor 
Minister Allan Williams had 
earlier imposed a 90~..y 
cooling-off period in me 
dispute involving a first 
contract with the Crown 
corporation. 
The walkout by the B.C. 
Ferry and Marine Workers 
Union closed down the 
Queen of Prince Rupert 
which sails between 
Tsawwassen and north 
coast ports. Service between 
Vancouver Island and the 
Vancouver area continued 
Thursday night. 
Williams said he 
discussed the action with his 
cabinet Thursday afternoon 
and notice of the cooling-off 
order had been delivered to 
the union and the cor- 
poraiion. 
Williams had said he 
would appoint a special 
mediator and did not expect 
any problems in getting beth 
sides to comply with his 
order. 
However, union president 
Shirley Mathteson said in an 
interview in Victoria late 
Thursday that the order will 
not stop the union from 
striking. 
"Our indications from the 
membership are they were 
angry to begin with--that's 
why they gave us a 90-per- 
cent strike vote--and 
they're even further 
angered now and they have 
no intentions of stopping 
strike action. 
Ms, Mathieson said all 
other vessels in the ferry 
fleet were to be shut down at 
midnight Thursday night. 
Mass meetings of union 
members were to decide 
today whether to return to 
worK. 
Asked if this was a 
defiance of the government 
order, she said: "We are 
g ing to wait and see what 
e membership are Iping 
to say tomorrow morning." 
She said this does not 
necessarily mean the~ will 
be conducting an illegal 
strike until the meeting. 
'"r~e legislation is very 
vague. We don't have an 
exact ruling on when it 
becomes legal or illegal." 
A spokesman said the 
main issue in clml)ute is 
hours of work. 
New Business's 
Not listed in our 
I 
re  B.C. Tel BJreeloq. 
l ed  • .u o o ,ws. 
v, .A S .EATS- 
TEn.CE SS WCES-,. Z 
e ! ALL-WEST GLASS-6M-,,IM 
Free. for ON E month courtesy of Ihe DAI LY H E RALD 
• . business phone 
listed for ),our customers Please Call 636-6367 
PRUDEN & CURRIE ,., LTD. 
Price reducedio 30,000 for this 
neat two bedroom home. Close 
to schools. This home hea wall 
to wall carletlng. There Is a 
separate garage with a 
~vorkshop. Nicely landscapodj 
~vlth a garden area. Vendor 
• 111 carry secondary flnan. 
:ing to the right party. To 
view this multiple listing No. 
~2.  Phone Rusty Llungh. 
WELL LOCATED-WELL 
CONSTRUCTED 
it 1136 sq.fl, and only 3 yrs 
. All bdmns are carpeted 
) living room and dining 
m.ensulte plumbing off 
carport.natural gas heating. 
Owner will take a rock bottom 
price of $45,000. Give Bob 
Sheridan a call. 
SPLIT LEVEL/IN TOWN 
Spacious home with 3 levels 
finished Including three 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 
fireplace, eating area In the 
kitchen plus dining room, and 
s large family room and entry 
)n the ground level, The 
F)rolerty Is nicely landscaped 
and there Is a carport. Phone 
Bert Llungh to view. 
EXCELLENT FAMILY 
HOME 
New wall to wall carpeting 
recently Installed. Fenced, 
landscaped, concrete patio. 
Convenient to schools and 
arena, centrally located . 5 
bedrooms, two finished 
fireplaces, rumpus room~ For 
appointment phone Rusty ~' 
Bert. . '~ 
TIDY STARTER HOME 
Compact house for the young 
family with two bedrooms, 
wall to wall carpeting, mud 
room with storage and the 
house has been newly 
decorated. Full price 
$28,000.00. For viewing phone 
Bert Llungh. 
CAPT IVAT ING VIEW OF 
TERRACE AND SKEENA 
VALLEY 
4609 Westvlew has 3 bedroom, 
full basement, 2 fireplaces, 
rumpus room, attached 
garage, kitchen Is loaded with 
cabinets and range and frldge 
Included, hot water heating. 
Very private and secluded 
setting. Asking $65,000 and 
will consider offers. Give Bob 
Sheridan a call. 
J 
Another price reduction on 
3508 Thomas has now brought 
the asking price down to 
$37,~)0 for a 2 bedroom up and 
2 down, Cherry and Apple 
trees, landscaped and close to 
schools. For further In. 
formation on this MLS No. 
2758 . Phone Bert or Rusty 
Llungh. 
PRICE REDUCED 
On this view home, of split 
level design and located on a 
80" lot. Some of the many 
excellent features In this home 
are three bedrooms, ensulte 
plumbing, fireplace, finished 
rec. room and utility room. 
The attached garage Is in. 
sulatod. Grounds are fully 
landscaped. Immediate 
possession. Drive by 4403 
Birch Ave. and then call John 
Currle for full details. 
UNIQUELY DIFFERENT 
Quality constructed full bsmt 
home with 3 bdmns off an 
upper balconey which 
overlooks the living room and 
dining room. Modern kitchen 
with laundry room lust a step 
away. Study room with patio 
doors to deck. Fireplace In 
living room and bsmt has free 
standing fireplace In a large 
carpeted rumpus room. 
Sundeck over carport. Twin 
seal windows. New listing In 
town on Dairy Ave. See this 
really different well bul!~, 
home with Bob Sheridan. 
.6  
QUIET SECLUDED 
LOCATION ON THE BENCH - 
Presently rented To view this 
3 bedroom full basement home 
with graden area, landscaped, 
covered walkway . carport, 
phone Rusty or Bert for an 
appointment. 
SPACIOUS MODERN HOME 
Only 3 years old, 1288 sq.ft. 
with full basement, modern 
kitchen, nice dining room, 2 
fireplaces enaulte plumbing 
off master bedroom, rec. 
room, all bedrooms, living 
room, and dining room nicely 
carpeted. Located In an at. 
tractive area of Wsstvlew Dr. 
Call Bob sheridan. 
PEACEFUL EASY 
FEELING 
This open beam ceiling home 
Is mostly finished In cedar, 
has a large living room with 
fireplace, 3 good sized 
bedrooms, large rear sundeck 
and a full basement with a 
sauna, fireplace and partially 
finished recreation room. The 
large lot has a rear view of the 
Skeana Valley. Phone Rusty 
Llungh for viewing. 
THORNHILL -" HJ~NDYMAN 
SPECIAL 
Price reduced from $25,500 to 
$22,500. Owner really wants to 
sell as quickly as possible. 3 
bedroom, full basement. To 
view call Bert Liungh. 
GREAT FAMILY LOCATION 
Cenvenlen't to all school 
levels this 1200 sq.ff, full 
basement: home has natural 
rock fireplace. Enault( 
plumbing. 3 additional 
bedrooms In basement. At- 
tached carport-extra built 
Ins. Nlcely tread lot. Asking 
$49.000. Give Bob Sheridan a 
call. 
LOOKING FOR QUALITY  
WITH A RURAL SETTING? 
Just off Hwy 16 out ofiown an 
1129 sq.ft, full bsmt home in 
Immaculate condition anc 
:onstruded with care. Very 
modern kltchon with built.In 
range andoven. 2 bathrooms, 
quality carpeted attachec 
garage, 18'x24' separate 
workshop, bright, fully In. 
sulated,ahop, heated an© 
Nlred power tools. 22ov. It's a 
mauty. Even a fully Insulated 
:old storage room In the beret. 
Call Bob Sheridan for 
I PRICED TO SELL-ANXIOUS 
OWNER 
13 bedrooms.full basement 
attractive fireplace, built.In 
range and oven, built.In china 
cablnet, enclosed patio at 
rear, 2 bedrooms, bathroom, 
rumpus room In basement. 
Asking $64,000.glve Bob 
Sheridan a call. 
NEAT - CLOSE TO TOWI~ 
AND SCHOOLS 
Affractlve three bedroom 
home with wall to wall car. 
letlng, acorn fireplace, ap. 
Iproxlmately 110 sq. ft. with 1 
bedroom, rumpus room with a 
wet bar, laundry room and 
storageon the basement level. 
,There Is an attached carport 
and the property Is land- 
scaled and fenced. Contact 
Bert Llungh to view. 
COMFORTABLE HOME 
LOW TAXES 
Located lust off Queensway 
this three bedroom home has 
wall to wall  carpeting, 
franklin fireplace, patio doors 
to front sundeck, laundry area 
and a large eating area In the 
kitchen. To view Phone Rusty 
L.lungh. Full price S32,000. 
THE KI'I'L~ EN YOU 
ALWAYS WANTED 
Here It Is a kitchen with 
cabinets galore in this top 
quality full bsmt 3 Iormn 
home, 2 bathrooms, large 
carpeted living and dining 
rooms, finished rec room, 
large private deck, 2 car 
carport with storage. Lovely 
lot on quiet dead-end street so 
conventent to downtown. 
Give Bob Sheridan a call It's 
priced reasonable. 
DOUBLEWIDE WITH SHOP 
AT BARGAIN PRICE 
Modern 2 bedroom Century 
double wide on concrete 
rlngwall.servlcod by P.U.C. 
water system - only six years 
old and In good condition - 
22'x2r shop with concrete 
floor • large lot. owners offer 
financing assistance and are 
only asking $21,000. Make an 
offer. Contact Bob Sheridan. 
~' : .J~i:i~ 
Quiet area off' Queensway' 
affers a 3 bedroom house with 
breeze way urport  and at. 
tached workshop and storage 
area • Franklin Tlreplace 
Inside and brick barbecue1 
outside- nicely landscaped 
and treed, for an appointment' 
to view. call Rusty Llungh 
635.5754. 
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II | I I ] Interpreting the News 
Arabs may block 
U.S.-Israeli idea 
UNITED NATIONS (CP) -- Arab diplomats are weighing 
a new u.s.-Israeli initiative for a Middle East peace parley 
but it is questionable whether the Arabs will buy the 
package. 
The issue hinges on the extent o which the Americans 
and the Israelis are prepared to permit represen~tiv~ of 
the Palestine Liberation Organization to join in me ta~s. 
The Arabs insist hat he PLO, which claims to represent 
Paiestinians made homeless when the modern state of 
Israel was carved out of old Palestine 30 years ago, must 
have a say in the final Middle East settlement. 
The Isreaelis, insisting that he PLO is nothing more than 
a terrorist organization dedicated to destroying Israel, 
refuses to sit at the peace table with PLO representatives. 
The terms of the new peace initiative, worked out here 
this week by President Carter and Israeli envoys, are being 
kept secret until the Israeli government gives them forma 
approval next week, but the broad outlines apparently have 
been leaked through diplomatic briefings. 
DELEGATION WIDENED 
The New York Times, for example, says the secret 
working paper provides for a resumed Geneva peace 
conference with Israel meeting a unified Arab delegation 
that would include Egyptians, Syrians, Jordanians, 
Lebanese and Palestinians. 
Actual negotiations would be conducted by bilateral com- 
mittoes eeking to work out separate pescetreaties bet- 
ween Israel and Egypt, Syria and Joruan. "moss are me 
three Arab counlries from which Israel seized large tracts 
of territory in the 1967 Arab-Israeli war. 
The Palesfinians would enter the picture in a second set of 
owrking groups which would cover such issues as corn: 
pensation for Arab and Jewish refugees and me furore ox 
territory Israel now occupies on the West Bank of the 
Jordan River, the Gaza Strip and the frontier between 
Israel and Syria. These groups, it is reported, could possibly 
include low-level PLO officials. 
,U.S. State Secretary Cyrus Vance spentmuch of Thur- 
sday briefing Arab delegates on the new proposals. 
CRITICISM VOICED 
The new U.S.-Israeli plan was hastily drafted in the wake 
of an Israeli outcry over a joint U.S.-Soviet statement 
issued last weekend on guidelines for Middle East peace. 
Israelis charged the document was heavily tilted in favor of 
the Arabs. 
Israeli supporters pointed to the statements's reference 
to Palestinian "rights," as opposed to past state depart- 
ment terminology of Palestinian "interests," and in- 
terpreted this as a U.S. endorsement of he idea of creating 
a Palestinian state on the West Bank. 
The U.S. was sharply criticized both by Israelis and by Is- 
raeli supporters in the U.S. Congress for bringing the Soviet 
Union into the negotiatingprocess--a charge which seemed 
to il~nore the fact that he Soviet Union andthe U.S. are co- 
chawmen of the Geneva conference and one cannot act 
without he other. 
Meanwhile, time is running out on the Geneva con- 
ference, which Carter hopes to see in session by Christmas. 
The conference met for one brief session after the 1973 Yore 
Kippur war and has been standing adjourned ever since. 
Today in history 
An 
revolutionary force was 
routed at Chad& Ford, Pa., 
200 years ago today--in 
1777--by the 1st American 
Regiment, later the Queen's 
York Rangers, one of 
Canada's oldest military 
units. The regiment was 
organized before the 
revolution by Robert 
Rngers-- famous for his 
Rogers' Rangers--but la er 
moved to Toronto by Lt.-Col. 
John Graves Simcoe, first 
l ieutenant-governor oi
Upper Canada, who or- 
Oct. 7, 1977 
American ganized them as the 
Rangers. 
1492--A cry of "Land ho" 
and sighting of land birds 
made Columbus change 
course and miss Florida. 
1763--cape Breton Island 
was made part of Nova 
Scotia. 
1769--Captain Cook 
sighted New Zealand. 
1849----Edgar Allan Poe, 
American author, died. 
1891--Fourteen Bamard 
graduates became the first 
women to earn college 
degrees in New York City. 
"So I said to her, 'how about giving me some- 
thing to remember you by7"' 
IB-i e,, po iikhtll 
Self-serve supermarket caters 
to growing do-it-yourself bunch 
SURREY, B.C. (CP)-- 
Soaring insurance costs, 
steep repair bills and the 
consumer's increasin[ 
willingness• to the job 
himself are three factors 
Ralph James credits for the 
success of his unique self- 
serve car-parts super- 
market. 
James got the idea for his 
Vancouver-area uto part 
supermarket from a 
seminar of the Association 
of Cyclers and Dismantiers 
of America and says the 
supermarket is good for 
everybody. 
Sales have jumped 10 per 
cent this year, he said in a 
recent interview, and should 
rcaeh $1 million by the end 
of the year. 
"It's the coming thing," 
said James, whose store is 
the only one of its kind in 
Western Canada. "People 
are keeping their cars 
longer and longer. 
"They're getting away 
from thinking that unless 
you're driving a nice new 
car, you're a nobody." 
Nice cars have no place in 
James' store, 'whieh is 
supplied by an average of 50 
cars a week written off by 
the Insurance Corp. of 
British Columbia and of- 
fered for sale to licensed 
auto wreckers and bonded 
dealers. 
The corporation writes off 
a car if the cost of repairs 
plus the anticipated salvage 
value meets or exceeds the 
estimated worth of the car 
and inventori~i. Leftovers 
go to the crusher. 
James said the maximum 
return from a stripped own 
car is about $1,500, or a 50 to 
60 ~r  cent return on the 
initml cost of the 
automobile. 
"I offer a service," he 
said. "You may think 'he 
gets the car for nothing and 
he's charging me $10 for this 
part,' but you either get it 
here or you get a new one. 
"If you think these prices 
are expensive, you should 
check out the prices for new 
parts.They're 
astronomical." 
before the accident,, an James' parts run from $2 
ICBC spokesman said. for 'a doer handle to nearly 
CARS STRIPPED . $500 for a refitted, installed 
About 200 cars a week go engine. 
on the block, he added, at an More owners are ready to 
average price of $335. pay $500 for a new engine 
When the wrecks land in than in the past, James said, 
James' yard, all saleable because "it gets him 
parts are stripped, cleaned around" more cheaply than 
a new vehicle, 
A tighter claims division 
at the government-owned 
ICBC also is helping 
business, be added. 
Parts that aren't on 
display can be cut from the 
.wrecks by the customer 
himself, armed with a 
chisel. 
"We work under the 
assumption that somebody's 
got to put the part on for you 
and it's going to be you¢ so 
you might as well take it off 
yourself so you can learn 
how at the same time." 
James guarantees his 
parts for 60 days, although 
headlights are guaranteed 
forever. 
James found the greatest 
demands are for pony cars- 
the Mustangs, Firebirds, 
Comares and Chargers that 
he said tend to be driven 
harder and faster than other 
types. 
• "Osgood can hardly wait till it snows." 
IVOZCE oF R ADERSl 
Disillusion 
EDITOR'S NOTE: 
Passage by the Quebec 
national assem-bly of the 
Charter of the French 
Language, known as Bill 
101, will mean a decline in 
beth the availability and the 
quality of Engllsh4anguage 
education in the province, 
says Laurier LsP-ierre, 
prominent broadcaster and 
educationlst. His comments 
On Bill 101 are set~eut inthis 
article written specially for 
The Canadian Press. 
Written for CP' 
By LAURIER LaPIERRE 
MONTREAL (CP) -- Well 
it is done! We must live now 
..with the consequences of 
Bill 101-the Charter of the 
French Language. It is the 
law of Quebec sanctioned or 
given royal assent Aug. 26. 
1977. 
The charter confers many 
rights, such as the right to 
the French language in an 
circumstances of life: work, 
office, store, legislation 
justice, etc. It makes 
French the official anguage 
of Quebec and imposes its 
use in every conceivable 
field: industry, 
m 1 ooh  c 
boards, commerce, busi- 
ness. 
In the area of education, 
French is the official 
language of instruction. 
However in four cases, 
English is permitted: 
--To children of parents 
who have received their 
rimary education in 
nglish and in Quebec. 
--To children whose 
live in Quebec at the 
e of passage of the law 
but who have received their 
~rimary education in 
nglish outside Quebec. 
--To children who have 
begun their education in. 
English. 
--And to the younger 
brothers and sisters of those 
children. 
NOT EXCLUDED 
Essentially what this 
means is that the children of 
non-English.speaking 
immigrants who now are in 
English-speaking schools 
may continue tobe there, as 
Education almost entirely in French 
Reading the newspapers 
one might sometimes come 
to the conclusion that the 
government of the day is 
really .an governemtn for 
the beneift of the province 
and its people. 
That is if you are willing to 
believe the printed word and 
is you are more or less living 
an affluent live where 
number one is yourself. 
That is of course very 
shallow and not a good road 
to the ballot box. 
A am always open to wait 
and see the goedintentions 
of politicians and it does not 
take an inteleetual to see 
what is good or bad, rigid or 
lacking. 
By bein~ an avid reader of 
the Provincial Hausard I 
hay become quite familiar 
with the way the gover- 
nemtn is thinking and 
frankly it scares me. It is 
giving me a very sad picture. 
of where we are going. 
Of couse any government 
brings in new laws and 
legislation, but it is mu 
opinion that must of the 
changes that have taken 
laCe and the new 
gislation that is being 
brought in is not exactly a 
step forward in the overal 
picture of the growth of the 
economy and the lives of the 
people in British Columbia. 
Many are politically in- 
spired and a slap in the face 
of the opposition as a whole 
and reflects in return oh the 
electorate of those M.L.A.' 
s. 
It is rather starnge that 
there are so many groups of 
people most of the time up in 
arms about something or 
other of this government 
compared to the N.D.P. rule 
or even the old Socred rule. 
That makes you think- 
wether this government is
really with the times. Times 
are changing ideas are 
changing, new generation 
who wants things changed. 
I don't mean that govern- 
monte should toe to the 
wishes of the people, but I 
think that it is imperative to
heed those wishes and be 
very well aware of the 
repercussions old fashioned 
or politically motivated 
changes are going to have in 
reflection On the people and 
the economy. 
It is very childish to every 
Bill 101: language by legislation 
Englisli-speaklng 
quebecers, and whether the 
native peoples, are mem- 
bers 0 f " le  peuple Qne- 
becnis." Much in the law 
suggests a call to vengeance 
for real or imagined wrongs 
and also an encouragement 
to racism with its "they-us" 
syndrome. 
It is in the field of 
education that citizens will 
feel for the most part the 
iniquities of the law. Figures 
released by McGill 
University andwhich ave 
not been seriously 
challenged demonstrate 
that by 1986 "the English 
school system would be no 
more than approximately 46 
per cent of its present size." 
Englishspeaking child i s  
doomed in years to come to 
a mediocre system of 
education, with far less 
opportunity for excellence 
than its French counterpart. 
Many English-speaking 
parents have expressed this 
anxiety. 
Of course, there are some 
in Quebec who dismiss these 
fears because they believe 
that all the "Anglais" are 
rich and thus can send their 
sons and daughters to 
private schools. This is 
obviously nonsense. 
One only has to go to 
Verdun, Points St. Charles, 
Lechine, Brossard and other 
suburban places to see that 
is not so. 
Bill 101 is dangerous. 
It creates categories of 
citizens whoserights are 
left up to bureaucrats... 
In other words, enrolment 
in the English-speaking 
public schools of Quebec, 
Protestant and Roman 
Catholic, will decrease 
almost by half within ap- 
proximately 10 years. 
After 1986, the system 
would also continue to 
shrink as well, for as the 
McGill report says: "If all 
those leav]ngQuebec are a 
loss to the English school 
system and none of those 
comlng in can enter it, then 
we will see the eventual 
decline of the English 
schools to negligible proper- 
tion." 
EVIDENCE VALID 
There is no doubt hat the 
statements that the 
university made in its brief 
on the Charter of the French 
Language inQuebec and the 
evidence on wh:'.h they have 
been based are valid. With a 
decreasing enrelment, there 
goes a decreasing tax base, 
and this means little money 
to keep the system going 
and to improve on it. 
Consequently, the 
Large corporations are 
also asking themselves 
whether executives would 
want to come to Quebec 
because of the possible 
mediocrity of the English 
educational system. Con- 
sequently, this is an im- 
portant element in their 
over-all assessment of 
future development or in. 
vestment within the 
province. 
Furthermore, one may 
well ask: who would want o 
teach in such a system? 
Very few I suspect. Most 
English-speaking teachers 
would move out of the 
province and none would 
come in. 
When onne bears in mind 
the importance of attracting 
new recruits to ~ive life and 
audacity, it is easy to 
imagine how intellectually 
starved the English- 
speaking school system of 
Quebec would become. 
The classes would of 
course have to number more 
~tudents, making more 
:llfflcult a meaningful 
r la  te ion  sh i  n 
teacher and student, l~any 
young people who want to 
pursue a teaching career 
will not be able to do so in 
Quebec, thus accentuating 
and accelerating the decline 
of the system. 
SEES UNIVERSITY 
DECLINE 
Universities such as Con- 
cordia and McGill will 
suffer because of Bill 101. 
Neither of these institutions 
could operate, given the 
decrease in the English- 
speaking school system 
mentioned above. 
At present, enroiment at 
McGiil is in the vicinity of 
16,000. Of those, 15 per cent 
or approximately 2,400 are 
Frenchspeaking and 75 per 
cent or 12,-000 of its total 
enrolment is from Quebec. 
oco 6 It  
students corn: from y the 
English-speaking public 
schools of Quebec. If by 1986 
the attendance at those 
schools has shrunk by about 
50 per cent, then it follows 
that McGill's enrolment will 
be reduced by as much, 
unless more French- 
speaking Quebecers enter 
into it--which they probably 
will not be allowed to do--or 
more foreign students come 
to McGill--which again will 
not be allowed. 
The financing of a 
university depends largely 
on government grants which 
are based on student 
enrolment. Consequently in 
about 10 years, MoGIU 
University will certainly not 
be able to continue its 
present commitment. I  too 
will have to shrink. The 
same may be said of Con. 
cordia. 
In addition there is a 
question of staffing the 
university. In its brief on 
Bill 101 to the national 
assembly, McGill stated: 
"A good university depends 
primarily on the !nteraction 
of .highly traifled minds 
supported by appropriate 
facilities." 
Given the fact that in. 
com'mg members of the 
faculty will not be able to 
send their children to 
can their younger brothers 
and sisters. 
However, no immigrant 
whosoever will be allowed in 
the English-speaking school 
system in future. And it 
makes no difference where 
that immigrant comes from, 
unless he is only tem- 
porarily-for three years or 
| 
Quebec by his company. 
Canadians from other 
provinces moving into 
Quebec are not allowed to 
send their children to 
English-speaking schools 
unless they are in Quebec 
for a period not exceeding 
three years or if a ireaty has 
been signed between Quebec 
and other provinces per- 
miring the education of 
children in both English and 
French. 
Lastly there is no' 
guarantee that the children 
of immigrants who now are 
in English-speaking schools 
will be able to send their 
own children to an English- 
speaking school. 
what does an this mien? 
It is of course impossible 
in this short article to deal 
with the entirety of the :law. 
I propose to deal specifically 
w'zth the matter of 
education. 
'LAW IS DANGEROUS' 
However, I may be per- 
mitted to say that he law as 
i.t is interpre.ted atpresent is
aangerous m so tar as 
liberty is, concerned and 
cannot be conducive to 
social harmony. 
It created categories of 
citizens within the same 
Jurisdiction who can be 
treated differently and 
whose fundamental rights 
are left to the vicissitudes of 
bureaucrats. 
French-speaking 
Quebecers have no rights to 
an education in English 
should they wish it. In fact 
the English language need 
not be taught o their chil- 
dren. English-speaking 
Quebeckers are by the'law 
considered transients, even 
those who have been here 
since the end of the 18th 
century. 
It is questionable waether 
so often come back to the 
N.D.P. rule and rub thier 
honest mistakes and flaws 
in again. It istheir job now 
to work to the best of their 
ability for the province and 
its inhabitants, and not only 
for thier political friends 
and how to save a buck here 
and there and have the 
books come out at the 
bottom line. 
Working for people and 
the environoment should 
never be a bottomllne 
~ riorety, but a way of elping and making ways 
for everbody Who is some 
step lower on the finacial 
ladder then the rich and well 
to do. ' 
There will always be a 
certain elementi of people 
who like to rip of govern- 
ments, but that is minhnal 
comlmired to the ones who 
really need help and can not 
help themselves. And any 
government, who is 
responsible for a large 
segment ofthe population to 
fall even lower are bringing 
this province in to the 19th 
centruy through their ac- 
tions aconsmence. The rich 
and the wealthy will never 
be affected by changes that 
are detreimenfal to others, 
we see that federaly and 
provincaly and I do think 
that is deplorable. 
Canda is a youn country 
and could learn in all its 
OVernmenta many lessons 
om Europe and other 
countinants. But being a 
Cauadi~n citizen, born and 
raised in Holland, and 
seeing the lackadaisical or 
indifferent attitude of many 
people in their outlook 
towards polities and their 
right to vote,is very ap- 
palling to me. 
This country could have 
better regimes ifpeople are 
• willing to use their common 
sense and listen to can- 
didates at electiontimes and 
make themselves familiar 
with the different parites 
philosophyies. 
And use your right of 
freedom to vote this is a 
democratic ountry with 
many freado s •what oo 
many countries, do not have 




unless they accept an a~ 
peintment of only three 
years--how easy will it be 
for the university to recruit 
in such a highly competitive 
market? 
Slowly. and gradually the 
universxties are going to 
have quite a hard time 
renewing themselves. Such 
an unresolved problem may 
very well spell the end of the 
English-speaking univer- 
sities of Quebec. 
CONFIDENCE ERODED 
Lastly, the climate in 
Quebec is not one which can 
encourage confidence in the 
equality of all citizens 
before the state, before the 
law, and before the oppor- 
tunities of life. 
Aggression and 
vengeance and accent on 
linguistic and racial dif- 
ferences are too much in the 
air. Feeling unwanted and 
unwelcome, many dream of 
leaving Quebec . .  
This is particniarly~so of 
young people, who see no 
future for themselves here 
even if they speak, read and 
write French. In a few years 
there will be a considerable 
gtheneratlon gap: the old and 
e very young. The middle 
will have left. 
It is a sad prospect in a 
place like Quebec which 
prided itself on its "Bien- 
venue" and its friendliness, 
particularly to strangers. 
What I have Just painted 
will no doubt be described as 
an exaggeration a d figures 
will be quoted to disprove 
what has been' proved so 
often. 
Yet, the Quebec govern- 
ment must also spear about 
the negative repercussions 
of its policies in a rational 
sort on way, and with a 
commitment toright them. 
Those conditions are not 
present in Quebec in so far 
as the English-speaking 
Quebecer is concerned. 
It is as if there would be 
nothing lost if even half of 
them emigrated out of the 
province. It is doubtful that 
one can build a country in 
justice and in Love with 
such an attitude. 
i 
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Kispiox band and federal fisheries Briefly 
Co-operation revives salmon streams , . - , . -o  
• ST. LOUIS, Me. (.ajp) _ 
• Vancouver-Kisplus Indian Harding explains, usually and other information ofselmon and trout. They Meanwhile they are taking .Beer drinkers may be 
Band and the Federal some spawners can get past pertinent to an un- brought to the job their own the initiative once again and hoisting their brew in 
Fisheries Service have been the dams, and they are not derstandlng of the capacity long familiarity with the intend to applyfor extension wooden cans ome day. A St. 
wor.kin~ together since the all had from a fish of the Kispiox system to They .bronght to the job their of the current project Louis BrewerY is Wer , Idn~ 
beginning of August on a manngement~int of view; support salmonids. The own long famfliairty with beyond the present cutoff ,develop such a can. 
project that is en- often their role as an eb- biological inventory crew is the outdoors, keen powers of date of Novemeher 30. As can is in the !~hly ex. 
lhusiastieally endorsed by Btacle is more than offset by currently doing similar oberservation, and high Bill Blackwater perimental and research 
bo~ groups_, their eopacity to retain a work on the lower river, enthusiasm for the work. says,"We're really happy stage now," a spokesman 
uJp to twleve members of Supply of water that keeps concentrating their efforts theway~ the project has said. Prototypes use pressed 
the Band have been em- fish-rearing streams from on locating fry and juvenile worked out. But there'salot wood coated with a tran- 
salmon and steelhead more could be done than we 
Stu Burnestson, Fisheriest 
ecimician who haB Bpent a 
ployed on the Kispious River going dry. great deal of time in the sparent aluminum film, re- 
under a $55,000 conlracat Hardlng, responsibel for rearing the fiver and feeder field with the crews, hes had figured when we appied sembling an ordinary metal 
funded Jointly by the planning and monitoring me streams, checking their highpraise for their work for the LIP grant last year." can. 
Salmonid Enchacement biological componenets of numbers, and their ability to pick up 
the Project, agrees that little skills quickly. As one of the 
work has been done on the All the new knowledge will people proviad instructio 
contribute to better and technical advice in the 
size and 
Program and the .Canada movements. 
Works Program. They have 
been carrying out a variety river in the past. Tight 
of tasks related to salmonld budgets and lack of man- management of the Fisheries Serivce advisory 
enhancement, power have prevented it. Te salmonids that use the role on the project. Bar- 
inentory crews, he says, will nsston says the calibre oflhe 
provide the Fisheries men hired by ~ Band has 
Service with fundamental made his job easy. Biologist 
Dave Harding is equally 
complimentary, and in 
common with other officials 
The Kispios Band took the Kispiox system, and could 
initiative to propose a he the foundation of basic 
stream clearance project data needed ofr major 
last fall. "We asked for an information on the Kispiox enhancement measurese in
llp winter work contracat to watershed that the Service times to come. . 
clean up some of the nearby "has not bad the time or the The crew members 
creeks and keep our cam- resources to gather." themselves are gain~ new connected with the 
mercial fishermen era- The crew dofnga physical knowledge and skdls. Salmonid Enhancement 
played in the off season", inventory of the upper Theyu have learned how to Program, he is hopefulthat 
Bill BLACKWATER, Chief Kispiox watershed were handle live fish in the some oftheprojeetworkers 6 marne x 
Councillor for the Band, flown in by helicopter tagging operation;hot to will want to carry on in S Address . 
relates. "We thouth there beyond road's end and have sample fish populations by fisheries work. 
mi~t  he some summer ilvedoutoftenta. Their job Uve lrapping and beach ChielfBillBlackwaterand: ~ Please send me...._. Copies of "Roots" § 
employment for students is to catalogue stream seini.n~., and other biological Band Manager blel Bevan ~ by Alex Haley. i 
later on, as well." character i s t i cs ,  not( sampling methods, how to wxpress the same hopethat 
Canndia Manpower con- rearing ans spawing areas, inventory a stream for its trmning and employment of ~ Send $14.S0 & Postage .45 $14.95 | sultedtheFlsheriesService, the type of  streamside flsh-preducing capability; Band members ina naturalr ~ 
who were reluctant o ap- rogation, flow ans tern- hew to improve the natural resource field where they I To ~ ~  ~]ERAL  ~ I~ 
prove a plan that seemed to perature of the water, capacity of a stream-and have a traditional interest 
propose indicriminate nature of the stream bet- many other things related to mightbecomeacomtlnuing l .  " 3210 KALUM ST., TERI~&CF.~B.~.= '~  
slashing of streamside tom, species of fish present, the life support systems ana  Ion=term thing. 
rogations dn removal of 
beaver dams and log jams. 
At the same time the 
fisheries, managers knew 
there w~as potential for 
enhancement of salmon and 
trout stocks on the ;Kispos 
systemm and suggested a 
modified plan, much more 
extensive and longer term 
than the original scheme 
The Terrace office of 
ManI~wer's Job Creation 
Branch brought 
representatives of the 
Service and the Inidan Band 
together, and the result has 
been the combined job- 
t ra in ing ,  sa lmon id  
enhancement  pro ject  
currently under way. 
Three crews of three to 
four men are employed on 
the project plus one in- 
diviual. The latter band 
members has worked an a 
river: guardian, assisting . 
Flsh~rles Officer Mamdce -: 
(Bud) Bogart, and isc 
carrying out a survey of 
sports fisherment on the 
river. The crews are in- 
volved in pink salmon 
enumeration, stream in- 
~ovement activities, and 
physical and biological 
inventories. 
The enumerastinn team 
counted and tagged pink 
salmon sl)awners as they 
made the~y way up the 
Kispiox. Subsequently ta~e 
were recovered from me 
carcasses of spawned-out 
salmon. The tag-and- 
recovery operation will give 
Fisheries an accuarte in- 
dication of the numbers of 
mks returning to the river; 
e ratio of males to 
females'percentage of
successful spawmers and 
the i r  d i s t r ibut ion  
throughtou the river 
sustem, and other valuable 
infurmationthat will assist 
in management of the 
Kispiox pink salmon stocks: 
The stream improvement 
crew has been engaged in 
clearing the river and 
tributaries of log jams and 
other obstruction that 
collect debris and have the 
otential to completely 
ock fish passage even- 
tually. Sun obstructions can 
alos lead to erosion of 
streamhanks and 
displacement of bottom 
gravel. For the most part 
the cleanup was ac- 
complished with power 
sawa, axesm and hard 
manual labour, but at one 
~ int explosives were used remove a rock ob- 
structlou in a canyon area of 
the maln~stream. While not 
impassable tofish, the rock 
harrier had injured many 
spawners and delayed 
others. Its removal was 
recorded bY CFTK and is 
schedualed to be seen on 
local television September 
30. 
The clearance crew also 
ned channels, to prsmti 
to pass' around 
numerous beaver dams. 
According to Bill Black- 
water, "When you fly over 
the river you can see why 
it's not producing any more. 
It's been long-neglected and 
there are . beaver 
everywhere--on some 
creeks there are a series of 
dams, one after another, the 
length of the strea,." 
However the beaver dams 
are not removed com- 
etely, because, as Fishery 
rvice biologist Dave 
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the Western Express. 
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2 litre carton  1.59 
Pumpin Pie 
Bol.air Frozen. ' 1 2 9  Serve with . " 
Lucerne Whip Crom. 
24 oz. Paokap • 
Tomato Soup 
To. no.,:,. $ 
=::n °tS o t00  
Jewel Yams 
hlHornia Grown. 3 3  C 
Canada No. I Grade Ib, 
Brussel Sprouts 
.qA B,0. Grown. 
0anada No. 2 Grade. Ib' I~ / I~/  
Prices Effective 
Thurs,-Sat. 0ot. 64 
In Terrace Safeway Store 
Sales in Retail Quantities only. 
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• .Phil Boissonneault check out 30 pairs of 
wool pants donated to the Terrace 
SEARCH AND Resue team by Alcan. The 
30-member volunteer team welcomed the 
donation as ~vo~Lis the only fabric to 
retain warmth when wer. Most of the 
equipment for the Search and Resue team 
such as power saws and ropes is provided 
by the municipal and provincial govern- 
ments. 
; .  
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OCTOBER 19, 1977 
NOTE: Twenty-five dollar winners ($25) may claim their winnings by 
presenting their tickets to any branch of Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce 
only in British Columbia, Yukon, Alberta, Saskatchewan d Manitoba. 
Winning Numbers Oct. 5 
100 BONUS NUMBERS WIN $5,000 EACH 
FOR EXACT NUMBER ONLY 
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4685288 1342423 2826985 3972967 3281827 2526931 3871444 
1284533 1498836 2591831 4220475 2063050 2685488 4379401 
1373089 1052861 2547108 2216804 3456643 3037724 3439920 
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J .U  :." ."~: 
i lL  JL :~ Tonight Show 
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~ m m m ~  a m  ~ 
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a t o m  
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Show Helen Reddy Specla! Theatre 
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~! t  .Discover Lillas, Yoga 
Cant Discover end You 
C-~n.t . All Star Wrestling i I d ~  
Cant All Star Wrestllrig Idea Thing" 
Cant All Star Westllng Dan!.el F_~oster.M.[ 
Co, t Cant Daniel Foster M.I 
C~?nt ' Con.__]t Womantlme 
Co~t Cant Womantlme 
Cant C0nt N~glc of 
Conf Cant " Oil Painting 
Cant ,'Wide World Firing 
_Cont ;;-..; o-~poI;t~i Line 
Horse Ra,.'e:;:", " '*'~Wlde WaNd Firing 
_Horse Race ','< ___~ Spor#s __  _Line 
10a.m. to 6p.m. 




$16.00 - 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. or 6 p.m. - 9 a.m. 
(oleaner optional) 
WEEKENDS S30,00 Sat. 6:30 p.m.- Tues. 9 aa 
(share it with your friends) 
GORDON & ANDERSON 
f 
- - , ,  ___LTD. - 
n i t  
Hours: Tuos, to Sat. 9 a.m. to 6"J p.m. Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
Study shows 
Adequate math skills 
VL~'I'URIA (CP) . -- knowledge of mathematical bad some difficultYan~vith the 
British Columbia stuoen~s ymbols and te.rminolo~y, metric system corn- 
are generally able to add, The report snows maC prehension of geometirc 
substract, multiply and overall Grade 12 probem- concepts woo generally 
divide--except Grade 4 solving results were weak |n grades 8 and 1 ~-. 
students who have difficulty disappointing even though The Robitaille team 
with subtraction, a report students who had taken a makes 39 recommendations 
prepared for the ministry of full 12 years of mathematics including proposals for 
~ducation shows, did very well on all portions more teacher training, a 
The report, released of the basic skills test. review of the curriculum 
We~esday,. was based on a The assessment showed and the provision of 
provincewiae ssessment ez that grades 4and 12 students teaching ai~. stedeatsingrades4,8and12 M G t happy 
conducted last Spring by a 
team headed by Dr. David C eer  n o  
P, obitaille of the university • of B.C. DELTA, B.C. (CP) -- this Van'eouver-area 
It shows that the basic 
arithmetic skills of students 
in B.C. schools are generally 
satisfactor~r but "grea.ter 
attention ss requireo for 
application of these skills to 
consumer-related prob- 
lems." 
Positive findings were re- 
ported at all three levels, on 
quest ions measursn~ 
Education Minister. Pat municipality, MeGeer said 
MeGeer said Wednesday he that be/ore the year is over 
is not happy with the his ministry will develop 
province's education system policies thaigo far beyond 
and his ministry I)lans,to do fhe core curriculum. 
whatever is necessary toup_ 
grade the quality of He said his ministry in- 
education in British tends to set standards which 
Columbia. will challenge every child in 
Speaking at the opening of the school system to the 
a new secondary school in limit of his ability. 
DO WE HR 
TO HRUE 
R SRLE... 
~ :~, ,, ;~ ~ ;~; , , ,  q':,~ ,, . . :  . . . .  . . . . . . .  
~ ~l . . . . . . . . . . . .  
,~ There's~no'otlleTwayl"TheseCars have  got to go. Take advan- 
tage of our overstocked situation and write your own deal, No 
price too low to be considered, this is no ordinary salel " 
OAMPER SALE 
CLEARANCE SALE ON 1977CAMPERS 
& MOTOR HOMES ALL SIZES 
LEFT  8 ft., 8 ft. 9, 9 ft. 6,10 ft. 6, IMPORTS 
MUST GO BEFORE WINTER 
2 MOTOR-HOMES LEFT  IN STOCK 
NO REASONABLE OFFER REFUSED 
We have fine used camper trucks available now. 
1976 DODGE VAN.'"'..,,.., $6495 
1976 GRAN TORINO $3396i 
1916 FORD LTD '~"r'v'~°' Trans., Radio $5696 
19!5 gRANADA 
2 Door V8, 
Auto Tr,;fi~., 
Low mlleag-e. $3995 
'P ickup 
1915 FORD F250E'.~!::, $4195 
1976 OOMET , o,,., s,,.,,. $3896 
1976 FORD F150 S'uperCab $6296 
1973 BRONOO,x4v.,~s,- $3495 
! $4396 
Terraoe Totem Ford 
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"This, is the NFL 





• I World 
I~ I Wild Kingdom 
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Sat Evening News 




























:00 ' i  5unnay ~vtovle- 
':15. "North To 
:30 I Alaska" 
:~ John Wayne 
. " "  Granger 
~ Cal~nclne 
:30 Ernle Kovacos 
: 45 Fabln 





:15 Coral Jungle 
~ Coral Jungle 
• Coral Jungle 
:00 Press 
:15 Meet the Press 
~S News 
:: News, - - I~-  .  :00 World of Survival 
. :15 World of Survival 
How Come? 
~5 How Come? 
I I ',| I :15 | World of Disney 
i .I ~ :30 |."Run Cougar Run" 
I i I n :o0  I[~__t 
: 15 ~ont , I l l  X:~o I~t ~ 
[ ]1 [  v :~ cant 
[ ]1 ) ! -~  . .  I~emu 
m I I U ~ I Svent-- 
i i I "1 :30  I "A Lo.veStor¢' 
C~nt " 
i l l  I I l l  !P. I~!, 
































"Ohl What a 
Lovely War" 
Cant 
oughH'ders I '  .~me. 
vs i Star 
Montreal Alouttes ~ekJ...~...m,...,~ ~ 
Star 
Kingdom Trek 
Klahanle Sunclat Theatre 
Klahanle "Ballad of 
Man' Andy 
Alive Lee Majors 
Money Makers Jimmy Dean 
Money Makers Agnes Moorehead 




Hymn Sing a Untamed Frontier 
Hymn Sing i Untamed ' Forn 
Reach for I Capital 
the Top Comment 
• O I ~_o..,. 
"~'~"~ ."' I Canada Disney, i ";'".'-"" 
Disney | Canada 
The Beachcombers Hardy Boys 
The Boach omc bars IHardy Boys 
Rhoda |Hardy Boys 
R-  a Hard Bo s ' 
King of ! 
Kensington 
All in " 





--~--i----'-- Marketplace Marketplaco Ombudsman Ombudsman 
























































































:30 Flv~-Star Movie Cent Hour. I I ':'~°H i 
,' ' t Final m~o J -  :45 The Presldant s Con I'l.0a' m~'~° n Imw mmu .~ ~ m ~  
. . . . . .  ~..t'.  suo. MyH.ry ~ovle ~ I~" .  I I 
! " i  :19 cent- "The Phantom "Fools'_'. . . I I ' ;~"  i I 
i ~ '  :30 , 'cent ILady" Jason Roho~s l I ~ I : :  I I 
• i'i ' / ' ~  
60 Steel ,, ~ /  
88 ~ ~ ' :  
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In brief:l Fa.stball overpowers Royals g 
 eacherhearingscoming Yanks win on stingy pitchin 
VICTORIA (CP) -- A series of public hearings will be 
held throughout British Columbia later this year to study 
teacher training in the province, the ministry of eduction 
announced Thursda~r. 
The ministry said m a news release that the joint Board of 
Teacher Education, at the request of Education Minister 
Pat McGeer, has appointed a special committee to conduct 
ithe hearings. _ . . 
'~e committee has scheduled meetings in Novemner ano 
De~mber for Dawson Creek, Prince George, Terrace, 
.Karnioops, Kelowna, Castlegar, Chilliwaek, Nanaimol Van- 
:couver and Victoria. 
:J ,nd investment reviews 
ottawa CP-Evan Wolfe, British Columbia's finacne 
.minster, said Thrusday the federal gov ernment.shoald end 
iits screening of foreign investments hrough me eoreign 
.Investment Review Agency. 
: Wolfe, here to attend a federal-provincial finance 
;ministers' meeting, said in an interwew that .the feder~ 
iagency had discouraged foreign investment that m neeoeo 
!in the country. 
"WE've got to remove any roadblocks to worth-while 
:outside investment in Canada," Wolfe said. 
: Closure to be reviewed 
i VlCTORIA (CP) -- The federal fisheries branch has de 
~ided to review its decision to close Juan de Fuca Strait tc 
commercial fishing on Sunday for the rest of the year, 
!branch spokesman said today. 
' The spokesman said that the promise to review th{ 
decision was made to fishermen who met Wednesday wit~ 
Wally Johnson, director general of the branch In Britist 
Columbia; 
i The fishermen had earlier sailed into Victoria harbor in 
demonstration f their displeasure over what hey aaid wan 
an earlier than usual closure. 
'. Bill Procopation, business agent for the United Fisher. 
men and Allied Workers' Union, said Canadian fishermer. 
have normally been permitted to fish salmon until the en( 
of October. 
Johnson, however, said catches this year were twice a~ 
large as last year, and stocks were dwindling. 
* PEI wants unity meet 
CHARLOTTETOWN (CP) --Premier Alex Campbell of 
Prince Edward Island has proposed that a natio .nal coher- 
ence on Canadian unity he held here when Quenec ae~er- 
, mines it is ready to discuss continuing within Con- 
federation. 
Premier Campbell made an unscheduled aR~.arance 
Thursday before the Task Force on uanadian Unity ann 
called for the discussions here, the site of meetings that led 
to Confederation i 1867. 
Representatives of P.E.I.Is 15,000 Acadia.ha said that.13 
years after they made specific proposms to me commiasmn 
on bllingnalism and biculturalism nothing, has been done. to 
vrnvide French education, French radio anu ~eze .v~...]on 
T~q~d~ts, p t~.lic.servtees in.tl~ t language or political 
~ ntetiolT.tn OtTawa.':'.- ';'~.':.:. :'.-: ' '  L 
Dollar still dropping 
MONTREAL (CP) -- Continuing a slide below an eight- 
year low recorded Monday, the Canadian dollar broke the 
92 U.S.-cent mark to dose Thursday at 91.94 U.S. Cents. 
Opening just above this rate, the dollar regained some 
ground before afternoon trading, reaching 92.16 U.S. cents 
but dropped as low as 91.88 before closing. 
Concord goes ahead 
NEW YORK (Renter) -- The U.S. Court of Appeals igned 
an order Thursday aUowing Concorde flights to begin im- 
mediately at Kennedy airport. 
In granting permission, the three-man court urned own 
two requests for stays by the operators of Kennedy airport, 
the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey. 
Although they have received the go-ahead after an 18- 
month battle, Conc0rde's operators, Air Franceand British 
Airways, are not expected to start flights here xor Between 
two and three weeks. 
The Port Authority had asked for a 30-day stay so it could 
promulgate new noise regulations at Kennedy--rules that 
could possibly bar the noisy, supersonic jet.f.rom landin~ in 
New York where it has drawn the wrath ot aozens ot cwic 
groups. 
Pulp mills to comply 
SEATI%E, Wash. (AP) -- Pulp mills at Port Angeles a~d 
Rellinghnm, Wash. have been ordered by a federal judge to 
comply with federal water-quality standards "as ex- 
peditiously as possible." .. 
The Port Angeles mill is operated by HT-Rayonier, me 
Bellingham facility by Georgia-Pacific. . . . . 
In granting overnment motions for injunctions, unitea 
States District Judge Walter T. McGovern said Wednesday: 
"The overriding fact in this motion is that Georgia Pacific 
(and ITT.Rayonier) are polluting United States waters." 
In April, the Environmental Protection Agency filed suit 
against six major pulp mills in Western Washington, 
seeking civil penalties and compliance with federal 
pollution standards. 
Queen is welcome 
O'ITAWA (CP) -- Prime Minister Trudeau brushed aside 
suggestions Thursday that the Queen's visit to Canada next 
week comes at an inappropriate time when residents of 
Quebec may not welcome her. 
"I had not heard that they did not take too kindly to the 
monarchy," Trudeau said at a news conference when a 
reporter suggested the Queen is not popular among 
Quebecers. 
Tredeau recalled that the Queen was well-received .by 
Quebec residents when she opened the Olympic Games in 
Montreal in the summer of 1976. 
In addition, he said Quebec Premier Rene Levesgue plans 
to attend a dinner with the Queen during her visit so "he 
I t  presumably doesn't share your views e i t h e r ~  
NEW YORK (AP) -- Ran 2 pitch deep into the centre 
Guldry pitch~' a brilliant field bleachers, well beyond 
threehittar and designated the 417-foot sign. 
hitter Cliff Johnson The shot tied the score 1-1 
awakened a slumbering and brought the capacity 
New York offence with a crowd of 561230--1argest of 
home run and double that the season 
moved the Yankees to a 6-2 Ha ss~ler r-etir-ed the next 
victory over Kansas City batter, but Willie Randolph 
Royals Thursday night, singled to left, ~en trotted 
tying the American League to second on a balk. Bucky 
Championship playoff series Dent followed with another 
hit to left and Randolph 
l"lGuldry,-- the slender left- raced home, giving the 
hnndor with an exploding Yankees the lead for the 
fastball, overpowered the first lime. 
Royals, who had walloped But the 2-I edge lasted 
three home runs in winning only as long as it took 
the opening game of the Kansas City to bat in the 
best-of-five series, sixth. After Frank White 
But it took Johnson's 
booming bat and a .vital. 
second chance provide(] 
when catcher Darrell Porter 
was unable to corral the 
designated hitter's foul pop 
to get the Yankees gomg. 
Left-hander Andy Hassler 
was nursing a I-0 Kansas 
City lead and had retired 11 
straight Yankees' hitters 
when ,Johnson came to bat 
with one out in the fifth. The 
muscular New York DH 
~ePp ed a twisting foul near screen and Porter was 
unable to snare the ball. 
That gave Johnson a 
second chance and he made 
the most of it, walloping a l- 
struck out leading off-- one 
of seven strikeouts Guidry 
had in the game--Fred 
Patek doubled to the base of 
the right field wall. Hal 
McRae then walked and 
George Brett bounced to 
third baseman Graig 
Nettles. 
Nettles threw to second 
for a foreeout, but McRae's 
rolling block upset Ran- 
dolph at second base and 
Patek continued home with 
the tying run. 
The Yankees argued 
bitterly with umpire Marry 
Springstead, claiming .in- 
terference, but the play 
~tood. 
Reliable Guidry 
saves the day 
NEW YORK (AP) -- 
Rocked by three Royals 
home runs and a one-sided 7- 
2 loss to Kansas City in the 
opening game of thc~' 
American League cham- 
pionship playoffs, the New 
Yotk Yankees sought to 
even the best-of-five series 
Thursday night, sending 
left-hander Ran Gnidry to 
the mound. * 
The Royals, hoping to take 
a two-game edge home 
when the series moves to 
Kansas Cit~ tonight, i 
countered : wzth another'  
southpaw, Andy Hassler. 
Guidry, 16-7 during the 
regular season as New 
York's most dependable 
starter, had a 2-1 record 
against he Royals. Hassler 
was 9-6 but only 1-3 against 
New York this year and 1-7 
lifetime record versus the 
Yanks. 
Two-ran homers by Hal 
McRae and ,John Mayberry 
anda snlo shot by Al Cowena 
had powered the Royals to 
their first-game victor~ 
behind lefthander Paul 
Splittorffm ,' ;ev nsas City 
manager Whitey Herzog 





Ken invites Inquiries about 






intact, while Manager Billy 
Martin of the Yankees made 
one change in his batting 
order, moving designated 
hitter Cliff Johnson into the 
No. 6 spot and dropping first 
baseman Chris ChnmbliSSl 
who has been battling a late- 
season slump, down to Nb. 7. 
The line'ups: Kansas 
City-- Fred Patek, short- 
stop; McRae, designated 
hitter; George Brett, third 
baseman; Cowens, right 
field; Amos Otis, centre 
field; Mayberry, first base; 
.JoeZdeb, leftfield; Darrell ~ 
Porter,  catcher; Frank 
White, second base, and 
Hassler, pitcher. 
VULCAN MACHINERY 





Then, with one out in the Munson and putting New 
bottom of the sixth, Thur- York in front again, this 
man Munson singled for one time 3-2. 
of his three hits in the game. That brought up Chris 
P, eggle Jackson pepped out, Chamblies, who beat the 
then Kansas City manager Royals for the pennant a 
Whitey Herzng went ~ his . ~ear ago with a ninth- 
bullpen, summoning ~arK tuning, fifth.game home run 
Littell to relieve Hassler. It against LitteU. This lime, 
turned out to be a mistake, the strategy was an in- 
Lou Piniel la greeted tentional walk, loading the 
Littell with a single to left on bases. 
the reliever's first pitch. Randolph followed with a 
Then Johnson drilled a 1-1 shot to third that went 
pitch into left field, scoring through BreWs legs for an 
Three bedrooms, quiet street 
and public water system are 
lust a few of the features of 
this home in Thornhill. Asking 
528,000. and wishing to sell. 
Call Kelly Squires 635.7616 end 
have a Lookl 
Everything you need for a 
hobby farm. Privacy plus 
room for animals. This 2 
bedroom home features full 
basement with 2 part finished 
additional bedrooms, plus 
bath. Sunken living room, 
large kitchen, dining room, 
plusfireplace. Fruit treus and 
out buildings including such 
features as root storage house, 
garage and barn, plus smaller 
buildings for rabbits, goats 
etc. Large garden aree~ 
Phone Barb Parfltt for ap- 
error; allowing two more 
runs to scoi'e. That made it 
5-2 and Guidry got mother 
run to work with in the 
eighth when Jackson 
singled, stole second, ad- 
vanced to third on a long fly 
and scored on Randolph's 
two-out single. 
The cushion was plenty 
for G~dry. 
Besides Patek's double, 
the only other hit off Guidry 
until a ninth-inning single by 
Brottl was a second-innlng 
single by Frank White 
following a walk to Porter. 
The victory was par- 
tlcalarly vital for New York 
because the remainder of 
the series will be played at 
Kansas City, where the 
Reyais had a remarkable 38- 
7 record in the final three 
months of the regular 
season. 
Game three will be played 
Friday night. 
Exclusive with our agency. 
Lovely 4 bedroom home in 
central area of town. Over 
l$OOsq, ft. of living area, full 
basement. Large lot with 
insulated and heated 
workshop. Priced at only 
$49,500. Call H. Gndlinski at 
635-5397. 
New York--Miekcy 
Rivers, centre field; Graig 
Nettles, third base; Thur- 
man Munson, catcher; 
Reggle Jackson, fight field; ~ maintenance ¢0=,=. rr,;ma a ,  
Lou Piniella, left field; s53,o0o. Call H. Gndllnski at 
Johnson, designated hitter, 1 635-5397 for further in- 
Chambliss, first base; Willie formation. 
Randolph, second base; 
Bueky Dent, shortstop, and 
Guidry, pitcher. 
Large, landscaped yard, plus 
2 houses. One three bedroom 
and one two bedroom located 
close to schools in Thornhill. 
Asking only $48,000. Phone B. 
Parfltt for appointment to 
view 6354971. 
Here's 1200 square feet of fine 
living. Looated Just a block 
from the Celidonle High 
School on • paved street and 
landscaped lot. Three 
bedrooms, ensulto bath and 
oarpeting throughout are Just 
the beginning. Asking S45,000. 
Call In today end check it out 
on "Reelscopa". Kelly 
Squires 635-7616. 
polntment o view. 6354971. 
The house with everything. 
Even an office in the 
basement. 2 oar garage. 3 
bathrooms, lots of room. 
Call Frank Skidmore for 
viewing. 
Price recently reduced on 
lovely 3.bedroom in Uplands 
area. Has large yard, 
fireplace, carport and several 
other amenities. Phone Frank 
Skidmore 635.5691 for viewing. 
Three bedroom home on 
Halliweli in Uplands area. 
Has fireplace and oarport. 
Extra room in basement. 
Asking $47,900. Call F. 
£kidmnr~ 635.5691. 
For the large family. Over 
1300 sq. ft. of living space plus 
basement suite in a ful l  
basement. Fully landscaped 
lot, close to school. 
Reasonable taxes. Well 
constructed home end priced 
at $53,000. Call H. Gndllnski 
635.5397. 
Looking for • gmt  starter 
hornet Check title out todeyl 
Two bedrooms, fireplace, bay 
windows end aflachnd garage 
for the asking price of $36,000. 
Call me today and lets hove a 
Iookl Kelly Squires 635.7616. 
Ideal starter home, priced a 
only $35,0~, This 2 hodrcon 
home features toll basement 
large lot, fruit trees am 
garden area. Phone B. Parflt 
for appointment o view. 
. . . .  ,m='TT'. t ,/ ~ 41 ,MmI I I ISD-~ , %. . .  
* ooS r,. ' f l a i l  ddimbi.  
and 6 ways  to do it. 
I . 500 Series Prime Mover with 7'9" wide flail delimber attachment. This is the 
Big One-- delimbs up to 60 cords per hour 
(24 trees per cord). Increases pulpwood 
production over every other method of 
delimbing. 
300 Series Prime Mover with 6'8" wide 
flail delimber attachment. Here's our 
New One -- a mid-sized deUmber de- 
signed for medium-sized applications ,n 
the 45 cords per hour range. Hydrostatic 
drive. 
Model LL64 self-contained 6411=" wide 
flail delimber. Our Portable One. At- 
taches quickly to skidders or other 4-wheel 
drive vehicles of suitable capacity. Delimbs 
up to 24 cords per hour to meet the needs of • 
small to medium pulpwood producers. 
NATIONAl: 
HYDRO-AX 
Contact Ken Hosk ins . . .  
V U L CAN MACHIN IERY & EQUIPMENT I .TO.  
P.O. Box 2280, Cowart Road 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
Ph: (604) 564-0101 
Branches In: ONTARIO, MANI'TOBA, SASKATCHEWAN, ALBERTA, and BRITISH COLUMBIA 
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Phillies starter ~n controlled action 
Pitcher denies problems Plimpton plays goal 
• PHILADELPHIA (AP) -- League xhibition game. Celtics. Pllmpton. .I~S . .  ,bl~n 
against boxer Archie Moore, B,uim since trainisg began PHILADELPHIA (AP) ~gseula~l National League Dodgers 'for the National to leave games any time Author George Plimpton During his writing career, He also has sparr d working out a uy w~m me 
season. League pennant. ,,l haven't gut a blister and I after six hinings because of blocked a penalty shot, Pllmpton has quar- haven't got a problem, " Christenson, 23, is slated The right-hander, who a recurringbffster on a fin- th~se other shots on goal and terbacked Detroit Lions, played on .the profes.sional .twoweeks.ag.o.Hea~i_t_t~l__ 
said Larry Christenson to pitch for Philadelphia won 15 of his last 16 starts ger of hispltohing hand. allowed one Philadelphia baked against New York ~olftouranarecenuyonven manattaeg~n.erves.oe~oz~.. Flyers eoreThursdaynight Yankees and played m the Grand Prix at the game and looked a 01~ 
when asked about he finger Phil]tea In the today's third and wound up 19-6 for the The Dodgers will match when he played g~al for basketball for Boston Watkins Glen, N.Y. wobbly in goal. 
condition that plagued liim game of the best-of4ive East Division champions, Burt Hueton, 12-7 for the 
in the final month of the ,series against Los Angeles was forced in recent weeks West Division champs, Boston Bruins for five against Christenson, th~ minutes of controlled action 
second-heat Philites pitcher, prior to a Natio~; i4ockey 
Hoston, 27, like Christenson, One-eyed player 
files hockey suit 
never has pitched in a post- 
season game. ,. 
But Hocton doesnc appear 
concerned about going after 
the Phillies on their home 
Jets 
blank 
) _ _ •, : ~ : : - -  041[~)~l~41 ' i~ 'O i l J~ '~ : _ I 
OPEN 
field, where they wen 60 and AGAIN 
BUFFALO (AP) -  Greg filed a similar lawsuit players deprives him lost 21 during the season. B l u e s  
Neeld, the one-eyed hockey Thursday against the without due process of his "The Gray difference 
player who lost a legal American Hockey League. constitutional right to playing in Philadelphia is 
battle with 'the National Neeld charged in the property andliherty. ' thatwe'llbehittln~flrstand BRANDON (CP) -- T A Y L O R S  M E N S  W E A R  
Hockey league over the federal suit that an AHL N-eeldlost his left eye in a them last," he said. Winnipeg Jets of the World_ 
right to play in the NHL, bylaw banning one-eyed junior hockey accident in December, 1973. But he Both pitchers would like Hockey Association scored 
claims the loss of the eye everyone to think that their second win in as many , . .  • NF.L picks hasn't affeeted his abllity to helping to snap the I-1 ulghts over St. LouisBlues withbetter merchandise 
play hockey, deadlock in the series is no of the National Hockey 
• "Indeed," the lawsuit more important than League with a 3-0 victory to  serve  you  
said. "within months after winning a regular-season Thursday before 5,248 fans. 
'~ th is  week  . "accident, the plaintiff game. Wiily Lindstrom'sgoaiat N E W  ARRIV rALS;: 1:51 of the ec nd period 
returned to fulltime play GIVES THEN AN EDGE? snapped a scoreless tie, and 
with the Toronto Marlboro Meanwhile, the Phillies third--periodgealsby Anders 
Junior A Hockey Club in the contend that their artificial Hedberg and Ted Green I 
The Associated Press quarterback. Philadelphia Ontario Hockey League." surface gives them an edge rounded out the Jets' Lent  . c a 
Pity the poor Cleveland Will take the cue from Earlier this year Neald over the Dodgers who play " • Down jackets  
Browns. After surviving Atlanta. filed suit against the on grass in Los Angeles. SC~e~ets we~2deli d to 
collisions with Cincinnati National League, charging Beugais and New England Rams 31 Bears 16 that an NHL bylaw They expect o win two of j~t  the three games cheduled 17 shots, " " s ~ Wooland Down Work  Coats  
Patriots, they ran into With the Jets, Namath prevented him from.playing here and advance to next three in the first Peried. The 
Pittsburgh Steelers. And was 0-7 under ABC Blues fired 27 drives at with the Buffalo uaores, week's World Series. 
now they're confronted by television's lights. He may Judge John Elfvin of U.S. Winnipeg oalies A~ Daley 
Oakland Raiders. not be as electrifying with andrSakieMareus Mattsen. 1 /2  P R I C E  ON Los Angeles as he was wi,'.th District Court threw out 
New York, but at least ne s a Oh, well. A 2-2 record, 
after a murderous four 
weeks like that, is nothing to 
be ashamed of. 
The Raiders will win. 
And Baltimore will knock 
Miami from the National 
~ oothall League's unbeaten anks, New York Jets, 
Atlanta Falcons and 
Philadelphia Eagles will 
,pull off mild upsets and Joe 
Namath finally will win a 
Monday night game. 
Last week's 10-4 mark put 
the season record at 28-14, 
,667. This week's picks: 
iRalders 27 Browns 19 
Calling Oakland a 
juggernaut is understating 
the case. The Raiders are 
capable .~0f doing.,~ almost 
a0y~'!~ to ;an~ ea a 
fobtboll:field.' The BroWns 
have qot to be exhausted-- 
menr~my and physically. 
Colts 28 Dolphins 14 
Baltimore has looked 
unimpressive so far while 
Miami has built its record 
with victories over 
nobodies. Both teams will be 
high for this meeting, but 
the Colts have the man- 
poWer to get higher. 
Jets 23 Bills 13 
New York's young 
defence is beginning to put 
things together. The only 
thing the Bills have been 
able to p~t together is the 
league's Iongest curren~ 
losing streak. 
Falcons ZO '~av~ 12 
The 49ers shown 
nothing up to now. Atlanta 
will show them the same 
sound defence they showed 
the equally inept Giants, 
with the same results. 
Eagles 17 Giants I0_ 
All a team has to do to 
beat he Giants is rush the 
winner asain. Chicago's 
going nownere against he 
Rams. 
Ben~ais 24 Packers I0 
Cincinnati, which got 
strangled last Sunday by 
San Diego, finally will get its 
act together. Green Bay can 
stop t~e other guys only for 
a while. 
Steelers 27 Offers 6 • 
Playing the Steelers i like 
walking down a dark street 
with $~0 bills ha~ing om ox 
your pockets. I ts an in- 
vitation to a mugging. The 
Oilers will RSVP. 
Vikings 26 Lions 14 . k 
Minnesota may never mo 
back the rest o f  the season 
after this tam- -ass  the 
L ion@ gears Can puthot 
streaks and upsets on the 
board. And Detroit simifly 
doesn't win the big ones, 
Chargers 1# Saints 16 
Or it could be the other 
way around. The defence 
San Diego showed last 
Sunday is a touch more real 
than the offence New 
Orleans showed. 
Cowboys 34 Card~als 17 
Before the season began, 
it looked as ff this game 
would be a wild shoot-out. 
But it seems Dallas now ,has 
all the bullets. 
Broncos 20 Chiefs I0 
It's Denver's last time to 
live it up this season before 
the Broncos get busted by 
Oakland next Sunday. 
Patriots 30 Seahawks 13 
There's nothing like a so- 
so expansion team to make 
a sick contender well 
again... 
Redskins 23 Buts 3 
...and nothing like a 
crummy one to make a so-so 
team feel great. 
most of that suit last month. 
The jurist let stand that 
part in which Noold accused 
the NHL of communicating 
with other leagues to 
prevent Neeld from landing 
Philadelphia won the 
o~ner in Los Angeles 7-5 
and the Dodgers won the 
second 7-1. Philiies manager 
Danny Ozark said his team 
accomplished itsgoal on the 
West Coast, a split. 
Daley played the first two 
periods and blocked l S 
shots, while Mattson turned 
back nine in the final 20 
minutes. St. Louis net. 
minder Ed Staniowski 
SKI CLOTHES 
Come in and see us see! a job as a player, played the entire game. 
That remaining con- Cliristenson's job would While the Blues had more 
tentionsfillisin litigation, appear to be to blunt the shots on goal,, the Jets 635 6659 
Dodgers' home-= power, generally saved their fire Tayl 
"n the first two games, tton for good scoring op- ors  Mens Wear - 
St~mt i I~g cey and Dusty Baker hit portunities, ti~ 
grand-slams, Baker's The Blues took five 4621 Lazelle 
winning the second game. seven minor penalties in i pitchers, Then there are Steve cleanlyplayed game.  D o m ~ o - - o ~ ~ m ~ o ~ : - - ~ ' :  ' :Nm~o4~.o .m~,  
Garvey and Reggie Smith, 
who with Cey and Baker 
NEW YORK (AP) -- complete the first foursome 
ever to hit 30 or more home Managers Whitey He_rzog of [ 
Kansas City Royais ann 
Billy Marlin of New York 
Yankees announced their 
pitching plans Thursda~ 
night, for the next wo games 
of the American League 
pennant playoff. 
Hersog said the Royals 
would start Dennis Leon~d, 
one of thr.ee 20~ame win- 
ners in the American 
League this season, in 
today's game. The Yankees 
will-counter with Mike 
Torres. 
Herzog said left-hander 
Larry ¢,m'a Wo~d go in 
Saturday's fourUl game 
a,~ainst righthander Ed 
Figueroa of  the Yankees. 
Loft-hinder Paul Split. 
turff, the winner of Wed- 
nesday's playoff opener, 
will he the Royals' starter if 
a fifth game is neeasary. 
Martin declined to name a 
fifth-game pitcher. 
runs each in one season. 
Hooton was 0-2 against the 
Philliee during the season, 
but he pitched well as a 2.40 
ERA. m .:the r: tWO games 
would indicate. The 200- 
pound Texan sometimes 
mesmerizes the Phillies 
with his knuckle curve. 
"Al l  they have is Mike 
Schmidt and Grog Luzinski 
for power," says Hooton, 
ignoring the eight other 
Philltes who hit homers in 
double fibres. "We have 
four consistent power hit- 
te rs . "  
The Phillies' Garry 
Maddox probably will be 
available to play centre field~ 
in third game. Maddox! 
missed the games in Los 
Angeles because of a knee 
injury suffered in the final 
regular-season game. 
Defence :  
Walk, jog, run, 
skate, ski, swim, 
paddle, peda l . . .  
don't let life 
catch you with 
your head down. 
THEY'RE HERE! ! 




Fitness is fun. 
ON DISPLAY 
(MAIN SHOP) 
SK I  SPORTS 
ANNOUNOING 111E ARRIVAL OF OUR NEW WINTER STOOK 
 SPEI)IAL" YJ 
Flatflle Hotmlx 
Rlndlnp.Oroased and ohooked 
For Onll $10,00 
ALSO 
A FULL LINE OF 
REI)UOTION... 
on last years stOok 
SKIS . . . . .  //REDUOED 
uuul6 <,~ m% 
OLOTHING ~ ""  
O80SS-ROUHTR¥ [ YEAR ROUND SERVIRE IS OUR POLIOY 
SKIS, ROOTS / WITH US ITSNOT A PART-TIME HOBBY 
Ago OLOTRES ' 
RENTAL SKIS USED TWO MONTHS REDUOED 35% 
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Ad-man pledges: 
Save Conservatives from themselves 
Albert, Sask., constitunecy 
in 1972, and plans to run 
against him again if his bid 
for the party ~residency and 
leadership fails. 
For Fan', the party's Nov 
3-6 annual meeting is a 
,chance to redirect a party 
that he says is crippling 
itself with internal figi~ting, 
leaving Canadians "no 
choice but to vote for Prime 
Minister Trudeau. 
Without new leadership, 
he adds, the Conservative 
Party is destined to remain 
in opposition. 
"There'~ ,~ use saying 
we're going to vdn the next 
election when you know 
damn well you're not." 
to take on MP Robert Coates 
for the party presidency. He 
might even challenge Joe 
Clark for the leadership. 
' Fair says he realizes the 
ads are against him, but 
adds that poor odds have not 
stopped him before. He ran 
against John Diefenbaker 
for the Conservative 
nomination in Prince 
OTTAW CP-Bill Fair, a 39., 
year-old public relation., 
man from Saskatchewan, 
says he wants to take over 
the Progreeive Con- 
servative party before it 
destroys itself. 
He ss off to the party;s 
annual meeting in Quebec 
City'next month to see if he 
can do it. He says he plans" 
Nuclear, coal alternatives een 
Clark's office dismisses 
Fair as a nuisance 
cnadidate, and other Con- 
servatives say the thin, 
intense Saskatoon native 
hasn't a chance of capturing 
a party executive position. 
Fair, on the other hand,- 
said in a recent interview, 
taht people, "might be 
amazed" at what will 
Nations limit oil imports 
but to adhere to it. "There 
may be no more than 26 
million barrels available to 
the IEA nations in 1985." 
The communique said 
nuclear power will be "a 
main and indispensable" 
element in reducing oil 
imports but added that 
nuclear development should 
he "eouslstent with the need 
to prevent he proliferation 
of nuclear weapons." 
The communique said 
"many member countries" 
were determined to expand 
nuclear power but others 
"reserved their position." 
The agency was set up 
after the 1973 oil embargo 
PARIS (CP) -- The 
leading industrial countries 
of the West agreed today to 
limit their total imports of 
oil to 26 million barrels a 
day in 1985, about 20 per cent 
less than previous forecasts. 
The agreement, reached 
at the end of a two-day 
meeiing of the International 
Energy Agency (IEA), 
called for greater eliance 
on nuclear power, coal and 
other alternate energy 
sources. 
"Unless present energy 
policies are strengthened, 
there is a serious risk that as 
early as the 19808 the world 
will not have sufficient oil 
and other forms of energy 
:available," energy officials 
of the 19 countries aid in a 
communique. 
That would mean "severe 
economic, social and 
~FHAtical consequences in all 
eountries and 
throughout the world," they 
said. 
The 19 countries now 
import 22 million barrels of 
oil daily from members of 
the Organization of 
Countries (OPEC)--a~ut 
twothirds of world con. 
sumption. 
Theagency forecast hat 
without imposed restric 
tions their smports would 
rise to 31 million to 32 
million barrels dally in 1985. 
Under the plan, the United 
'States wouldreduce its 
imports to 5.8 million 
barrels daffy in 1985 from 
the present 8.2 million 
barrels and the other coun- 
tries would hold their 
demand at roughly current 
levels. 
European representatives 
were skeptical, however, 
that he U.S. could uphold its 
rt of the deal, expressing 
r that Congress would 
scuttle the administration's 
energy promises. 
U.S. Energy Secretary 
James Schiesinger endorsed 
the 20-million-barrel limit 
and told other delegates 
they might have no eooice 
happen at the Quebec City 
meeting. 
Even- if he loses 
everything, he says, his 
candiacy will help the 
Conservative party. 
"I hope to get everybody 
so damn mad they'll all 
come together as a party." 
Fair said he is preoc- 
cupied with Conservative 
rty unity. He is distressed 
ause Diefenbaker and 
former leader Robert 
Stanfield are feuding 
Ublicly. He is unhappy that 
rmer Montcon mayor 
Leonard Jones, now an 
indepandant MP, was 
ousted from the party 
because he opposed the 
party's bilingualism policy. 
Those, and other Con- 
servative party problems," 
Leave me no choice but to 
seek the leadership," he 
says. 
About 1,700 Conservatives 
are expected to a attend the 
Quebec City convention, 
which is being touted as a 
party kickoff to the next 
federal election. 
Too late, Clark, 
tells Wallace 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
and subsequent price in -Federa l  P rogress ive  
creases that have quirt- Conservative leader Joe 
tupied the cost of petroleum. Clark said Wednesday he 
Members are Austria, did not know about a 
Belgium, Britain, Canada, testimonial dinner for the 
Denmark, West Germany, retiring leader of the 
Greece, Ireland, Italy, provincial party, Scott 
Jan ,  ~ a u x e m Wallace, and it now is too 
Netherlands, New Zealand, late for him to attend. 
Norway, Spain, Sweden, Clark is due to speak at 
Switzerland, Turkey and the the Tory provincial con- 
U.S. vention in Kelowna on 
FIVE RAISE QUESTIONS Saturday night. 
Canadian Energy He plans to leave Sunday 
Minister Alastair Gillespie, me•sAg, hours before the 
chairman of the lEA dinner in honor of Wallace, 
governing board, said all the who has criticized Clark and 
ministers agreed on the his advisers for failing to 
need for developing nuclear support he provincial arm 
energy, of the party. 
The ministers were from Clark's B.C. campaign 
Sweden, Denmark, the chairman, Tony Saunders Tax cuts and controls needed Netherlanda,.Norway nd 
i , Hearings 
President Car{er's energy v" , " anne  to  r e v i v e  flagging travel industry , planU'S" itC°ngreSSwould hav SCUttledthe 
• gravest of consequences. It 
O'ITAWA (CP) -- Cuts in br~.aks for Canadians at- workers than any other added that minimum wage would undermine the VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
gasoline'priees, tax breaks tending conventions in the Canadian industry, they laws should be relaxed for political will in other coun- The West Coast oil ports 
for Canadians travelling in United States in retaliation said. summer jobs for students, tries to deal with the energy inquiry will hold a series of 
their own country and the for a U.S. law ending Last year, Canadians --Impusingllmits on duty- crisis, community hearings in 
continuation ofsome form of deductions for conventions spent $1.2 billion more to free purehases for British Columbia beginning 
travel in other countries Canadians travelling to 
"It would be very difficult 
wageand-priee controls are in this country, for other countries to adopt Oct. 17, inquiry c0m- 
needed to bolster an ailing The measures are needed than they spent in Canada foreign countries, the stringent energy policies missioner Dr. Andrew 
domestic 'travel industry, to reduce Canada's and the deficit might reach --Creating a separate that are needed. They would Thompson said Wednesday. 
top tourism and travel mushrooming travel deficit $10 billion by 1985, the ex- federal department of ask if the U.S. doesn't do it, Dr. Thompson told the 
executives aid Thursday. and revive the sagging ecutives aid. " tourism. Tourism duties why shouldwe?" inquiry he expected to 
They said the government domestic travel industry, Despite the seriousness of now are spread among The ministers signed six receive vidence concerning 
also should eliminate tax which employs more the situation and its numerous agencies and other agreements today, the historic relation of 
ramifications on the departments, covering the development of native people to the salmon 
economy, the i~overnment --The government con- energy derived from coal, fishery, demonstrating the Grim  ,,u"er:o ~o~dnoto - -der  impes-s ider  expanding few-cost solar, wind and water degree of dependence on 
. . . . . . . .  ing foreign travel resh'Ic- domestic air travel, power; ~ geothermal, fusion salmon as a source of food 
teens on Canadians, they ATTACKS BRIEF research, today. before recovery told reporters. Shirley Carr, executive CONTROLS ABHORENT vicepresident of the 
"There is something Canadian Labor Congress. 
inherently abherent in the (CLC), criticized the 
01YAWA (CP)-- Finance productivity, structura, idea of government con- • executives' brief for 
Minister Jean Chretien adjustments in the economy trolling the movement of its blaming many of the 
painted arosy picture of the and a supportive fiscal and citizens by restricting their problems of the ailing 
economy in the medium to monetary stance by ~ freedom to travel," said domestic tourism industry 
levels of government on labor costs. long term Thursday but John Powell, spokesman for 
warned that some features l~ad to strong growth rates, the group. The group in- '"They can't blame it on 
of the short-term outlook The performance this eluded representatives of the workers, that's for darn 
remain grim. year has been mixed, with a hotel, rail, air, bus and res- sure," Ms. Can' said in a 
Chretien, speaking at _the good first-quarter growth taurant industries, telephone interview. "By 
final day of a two-day rate offset in the second their own documentation, 
federal-provincial finance they show they are living off 
ministers' meeting, said thezs.avails~,.,of ~z,^ the workers."o,o,,.,,,,o,1 i - -  " " "= a .T f lm J 
three months of the year by 
a decline in real output. 
that during the next few Economic experts now are 
years the real growth of the predicting agrowth rate for 
economy could hit an annual the economy this year of two 
average of 5.5 per cent. to three per cent. 
But he added that the Chretien said he believes 
shorttcrm outlook is expansion should be ler~ by 
disturbing. The econom~ business investment, ex. 
would grow moderately poerts and a sus.tained 
during the next 1½ years growth in consumer 
and the expansion will not spending. 
be enough to have a major 
impact on unemployment. 
Chretian's analysis was 
accepted by several of the further progress in bringing 
mimsters with some down the inflation rate. 
qualifications. 
The ministers also 
discussed the future of wage 
and price controls but 
remained divided on the 
question of when they should 
end. They have agreed that 
the uncertainty around con- 
trols should be ended by an 




Chretien, who has 
promised an announcement 
this month on the conu'om 
program, told the meeting a
combination of improved 
Would use 
buildings 
HULL, Que. (CP) -- The 
~ overnment of an in- ependent Quebec would 
use the $200 million worth of 
office buildings recently 
built here by the federal 
government to accom- 
modate 20,000 civil servants, 
says Jocelyne Ouellette, 
Quebec public services 
minister.. 
The MNA for Hull, across 
the Ottawa River from 
Ottawa, said at a public 
meeting Wednesday that an 
be cu Q t 
government would regard 
the buildings as assets 
"~'ightly owned by 
Quebecers." 
said he was informed about 
the dinner a week ago. 
The event was listed in a 
Progressivv Conservative 
Association of B.C. press 
release put out last month. 
Clark "said he did not 
agree with an assessment 
by Wallace that the future , 
looks black for the party in 
B.C., both provincially and 
federally.. 
Clark said he expects to 
meet with Wallace at 
Kelowna and will look 
forward to having meetings 
with his successor. 
H.D, MECHANICS 
REQUIRED FOR LUGGING OPERATIONS 
LOCATED AT TERRACE, B.C. UNION RATES 
(m.W.A.) WITH EXCELLENT BENEFIT 
PROGRAM. APPLY TO: 
Personnel Supervisor, 
• '~ Northern Woods Operations, 
Box 1000, 
Terrace, B.C. 
CANADIAN CELLULO$ OOMPANY, LIMITED 
However, if the potential 
growth rate is to be reached, 
there would have to be 
"In terms of our com- 
petitive position, there is 
still much lost ground to be 
made up," Chrotien said. 
"Only by keeping our costs 
under control can we seek 
out new markets both at 
home and abroad." 
In the short term, the 
number of jobs would 
continue to increase during 
the next 1½ years but would 
not have a major hupact on 
unemployment. 
In a brief, which has been 
presented to Industry 
Minister Jack Homer, the 
executives recommended: 
--The federal excise tax 
on a gallon of gasoline and 
all other petroleum products 
be reduced to three cents 
from 10. 
---Canadians be allowed to 
deduct about 25 per cent of 
their travel expenses for one 
trip a year if the trips are 
taken within Canada. Run 
Chalsson, an Air Canada 
executive, said such a 
measure would encourage 
MS. C.an. also slammed • AUTOPLAH AGENT . . . .  _" 
the executives' proposal • i 
calling for a continuation of I_ ~ ~ ~  Bl~k.~ ~ ~  ~ • ~ • 
m ~;~,~ • " some form of wage and J ~ / ~ i  ~ ........ ~ • 
price controls after the ~.~'~ ,~:~ ~,~:~:~ 
current system of controls !ii;~i ~L.i~::!:'!ii; iii;~ ......... ~ "  lli ~'i~ ~ n = 
She said many of the m ~ ~i~rr~ ........ , " '~ ,  ~ B• 
small hotels, restaurants 
and other tourist businesses • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  s20,700 is a LOW PRICE for iMMACULATE HOME ON . INVESTMENT HOME In~ mR OK~U .u , , -  for Tne 
are not covered by wage . ,-,~.nn, whn wl,~h +n .n+n~In this exceptionally well kept, 4918 McConnell Avenue. residential No. 2 area, .2~ 
controls. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  clean, nicely decorated Three bedrooms, large bright be.d.rooms, la.r.ge Ilvlngr.oom• 
M= ~nre .cupid that the • Let us show you the large residence. Three bedrooms, kitchen and dining room, with worn tranKumn turepuace• Ms. Carr said that the 
travel industry has created • smartly decorated family and 
NOTIOE 
IN OBSERVANCE OF THANKSGIVING, MONDAY, OCTOBER 10, 
1977, THE FOLLOWING CHANGE IN REFUSE PICKUP IS INTRODUOEC '
GARBAGE NORMALLY OOLLEOTEC ON MONDAY WILL BE PIOKED 
UP ON TUESDAY, OOTOBER 11, 1977. :~  
THE SANITARY LANDFILL IS OPEN AT ALL TIMES TO VEHICLES 
OF LESS THAN ONE TON, 
large family type kitchen and 
l recreatlon room complete dining, green shrubs, apple 
people to see their own many of its own problems I with fireplace, wet bar, shag tree, completely landscaped 
country and this would through a lack of innovation, = carpet and over 13 x 35 feet. and back yard fenced. Callus 
contribute to national unity, furling to adjust o changing 
-.-Some form of wage-and- travel interests uch as the ~idea[ home for the large to VIEW BY AP- 
price controls should con- surge of interest in camping ~famlly with four bedrooms POINTMENT. 
tinue, to prevent salaries and fai l ing to provide •and two full and one half bath. 
andcostsfrom enough l'ow-cost accom- =The kitchen and living, dining SEVEN ACRES IN TOWN presently zoned S0 PPA. 'Ideal 
mushrooming. Wages are a modation, property for development or holding. Owner will sell In 
major cost in hotels and res- "It 's notthe worker that's •]rooms are accented by the smaller parcels of .3.9 and 3.6 acres If desired. The whole 
taurants and Canada has the problem. It's the ~-  •white stone fireplace. Priced Bin the mid sixties with parcellsprlcedforqulcksaleatlust$110,000. 
priced itself out of the dustry." . :~  •reasonable down payment o 
tourism market by paying Homer is expected~;~o ' ~ --mBank mortgage. An exclusive 
the highest restaurant and discuss the proposals ~'t'h _mlls!lng ' 
hotel wages in the world, the executives in early ; OTHER HOMES FOR SK i  IN  TERRACE 
one executive said. He November. • 
~ ~  2608 Evergreen Street 3914 Terrace Street 
4613 Straume Avenue 2801 Cramer Street 
91STHIOT OF TERHAOE 
patio doors to sundeck, full 
basement with rumpus room, 
laundry, natural gas heating. 
Frldge and range Included. 
VIEW BY APPOINTMENT. 
spacious family kitchen• 
furniture Included In asking• 
price of $26,000. [] 
A HOME TO BE PROUD OF 3 :  
bedroom home with .large•] 
Ilvlngroom, a dining room,• 
and three good sized • 
bedrooms. In the basement I s•  
a family room. Also in the • 
basement Is a one bedroom i l  i i  
suite with Its own separate• m 
entrance. Located In • quiet • 
residential area of Terrace. ' •  
Has a garden with a small• 
greenhouse. Fenced • 
beckyard. Nicely landscaped.: 
Sundeck and carport. A real • 
cozy home. Full price $50,800. •
,CENTRALLY SITUATED 3 . , ~ ~ . .  
bedroom home with fourth " ; ~ H ;  ~ • 
bedroom nearly completed 6306 MoOonnell Avenue 5122 McDeek Avenue ~ ~,. ,:~.~ ~ • 
• along with rumpus room in 
• ]basement. Attached garage, 
• ]]hardwood floors In living and 
• dining areas, automatic oll 4628 Goulet Avenue 4720 Namer Avenue EXCELLENT SOLID 4 year•] 
old CLEAN DUPLEX, two•]] • furnace are lust a few 
~lfeatures. Situated on 7ex131 large bedrooms each side,•] 
separate laundry facilities,• 
i lot .  Adjoining property also 5136 Agar Avenue 6013 Pohle Avenue s~c,ous Ilvlngrooms, lai'ge i- 
Uavallablelfyouwlsh. Vendors storage.workshop bldg., lot Is• m
• ]have other Interests and must fenced, good garden area,•]] 
sell this month. Try your offer range and frldges Included In• 
011 asking price of $44,000. 2707 Oramer Avenue 5140 Agar Avenue price of 848,ooo. • 




' TO: Vldor Roy Lincoln 
19. Help Wanted 
~TH~Herald, 3212 Kalum $~r~ 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 63~.6357.Terrace 
Subscription rates: Single Copy 
20 cents. Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars (¢1.00). 
Yearly by mall In Canada 
$40.00. Sonlor Cltlzons 520.00 
per year. 
Yearly by mall outelde Canada 
$51.00. 
Authorized as second class mall 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ploace be advised that this Is . 
your official notification of a 
Court Hoorlng to take ploce 
October 19, 1977 at 1:30 p.m. In 
Provincial Court, Family 
DMslon, In Terrace. The 
purpose of thlo hearing Is to 
have your child, Jalmla Freda- 
Mae Lincoln, born May 14, 1976, 
permanently committed to the 
care af the Superlntondent of 
Ottawa and for payment of Chlld Welfara in the Province of 
postage In cash. 
Classifieds due 24 hours prior to BrlKsh Columbia. And further 
dasll;ed day of publication. 52.00 take nofa of the Intent of the 
Superlntandont o proceed with 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each odopflon planning. (c.4,S,6) 
word ther, eaftsr. No refunds on 
closslfled ads. 
14. 6usihess Personal 
1. Coming Events Reflex01egyby Pearh Call 
LoyalOrderofMoose Lodge No. 3854. (~'~ "" F-7,14,21,28) 
1020, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2rid and ~th Thur- Storage space available foi 
campers, boats, vehlclos, etc. • sday every month at 8 pat. 
Phone 635.6641. (ctf) 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday nl0ht at 8 
In the Sknena Health Unit. For 
more Information phone 635. 
2847 or 635*3023. 
Kermodo Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1~ Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 635- 
3442. 
Meeting - Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladies of the Royal Purple) - 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
Weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
The Catholic Womens League 
will hold their Annual Fall Tea 
and BozzMr on Sat. Oct. 29th at 
me verltaS Ao~ltorlum. 
CTI 
Canadian" Calorie Counhms 
meet every Tuesday ~t Thorhlll 
Elementary School-7:00 p.m. 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thorhlll.. Further 
Informatlun call 635.5486. or 635- 
7425. 
Skeena ' District Girl Gulclea 
would llke to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhlll area. 
Girls between the ages of 14 and 
10 who are Interested please cell 
635.3061 or 630.1269 (¢tf) 
Sept. 27 to Oct. 11 - exhlbltlon of 
art selected for office display In 
Terrace Library Arts Room. 
A Tea and Bazaar will be held In 
Knox United Church on Sat. 
Dec. 3 from 2 to 4:30 P.M. 
The Independent Order c)t 
Foresters are having a Tea~: & 
Bazaar at the Elks Hall on 
Oct.15 from 1.4 p.m. 
Homemade Items, baking and 
much more. 
The I.O.F. regular mcetlnge.3rd 
Saturday of each month at the 
Slumber Lodge at 8 p.m. 
Kltlmat Community Arte 
Council - Noxt Meeting: 
Thurlday Oct. 13, 1977 at 7:30 
p.m. at Museum. Arts and 
Craft Fair: The ~h Annual 
Fair to be held on Oct. 22, 1977. 
at City Centre Mail. All 
Welcome. 
Order of the Royal, Purple. 
Novelty bake sale Saturday 
Nov. 19 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. EIk~ 
hall oornerof Sparksand Park. 
Donuts and coffee 50 Cents. 
(cff.Nov.19) 
Terrace (.hess Club Is looking 
for new players. Everybody, 
including beginners, are 
welcome to attend. 
Games gad Instruction are 
every Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. 
at the Terrace Swimming Pool 
Board Room. For Intormatlon 
Phone Joe at 635..~19 Lc~J 
Rabekah Lodge Tea and 
Bazaar, Sat. Nov. 5, 2.4 pat. 
Elk's Hall Raffle draw 4 p.m. 
Old Age Pensioners Tea and 
Bazaar Sat. Nov. 12, 1330-4:30 
p.m. Arena Banquet Room. 
Raffia'draw 4:00 pat. (ctf Nov.) 
Terrace Tennis Club Is holding 
a meeting October 12, 1977 at 
7:30 p.m. at the Terrace Arena. 
(Senior Citizens Room) all 
membero and Intsrrsted partlee 
to attend. (p.4.7) 
Llmltedspecelatt. Call 635.432! 
for auofes. (ctf-m and th) 
KIL~IREN EXCAVATING 
Small cat work, 420JD. Land. 
scaplng, backfil l ing, stump 
removal, clearing. Truck, 
tandem axla. Hyab 17' Flat. 
deck, 20' tandem axle tratler. 
phune635-3112. Ask for Wayne. 
(c,-.U 
Golden Rula: Odd lobs for the 
Ioblees. Phone 635-4535. 323~ 
Kalum. (cff) 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, port tlmo. Class 4 
II¢ence and police permit 
regulred. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi - 635-2242 (eft) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Rafrlgeratlve Cuntractlng and 
household repplrs. Phone 135. 
SI76 or 1,11-1~1. (ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD 
Class A Eledrlcal Contracting. 
Free Eslmates. Phone &15.507t 
or 631-1231. (ctf) 
I 
.m. v 
Ralllster now for beginners 
& Advanced evening classes, 
For more Inf~'matlOn or con. 










Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
(~)  
_ I ~._ L 






F MPLOYEES' UNION 
TERRACE AREA OFF ICE 
you're a self-starter'with a Iot 
of Initiative who enloys dealing 
with people, our .union office 
may be the place for you. We 
need an exerplonced secretary 
Nho can operate a variety of 
tandard office equipment and 
las a good telephone ant  
;ersonal contact manner. 
fade unlon background an 
,set.  , Approx. 20 hours per 
week. Excellent union wage 
rates and fringe banatlte. 




No.2.4551 Grain Ave. 
Terrace VaG 1M7 
c.2.5) 
Gain photographic experience 
doing team photos. Good 35mm 
camera, electronic flash, and 
car necessary. Must be 
available for about" 20 minutes 
each morning and afternoon, 
and about lV= hrs. each evenlng, 
and Saturday morning. Ex- 
parlance not necessary. List 
your equipment, your address, 
and your phone number in 
reply, to .Gord Huber 
Photography 1699 Sherrldan 
Ave., Coqultlam V3K 1X2.(c- 
4,5) 
Labaurero for concrete pro-cast 
operation. Union rates, apply In 
parson to Russ Patch at Ocean 
4430 Kelth Terrace from 2.4 
p.m. (o5,6) 
Required Immediately- ex. 
perloncod loader operator for 
new heel-boom cable loader, in 
the Williams Lake area. Salary 
commensurate with ex. 
parlence. Twelve months 
operation period. Contact: 
Dave Karran. Jacobson 
Brothers Forest Products 
Phone 392.4121 weekdays or 
write Box 4710 Williams Lake 
(c-l-S) 
33. For Sale - Misc.  
BIRCH FIRE WOOD FOR 
SALE: 
Delivered Terrace area. 
16" - $60 a cord. 
24" -~  a cord. 
Delivered In Kltlmat $10 
more. 
Let phone ring 635.3683. 
(p-5,6,7) 
For Sale: Chllds skates, size 6, 
boys slzo 12. Phone 635-5007. (c- 
5,6,7) 
Well constructed home-made 2. 
horse trailer. Firm $~00. Phone 
635-6694 after 5:00 p.m. P- 
11;16,21,26. 
QUEENSWAY TRADING 
i 3215 Kalum-638.1613 
.... Terrace most unique second 
hand store. 
You Need It. 
We've Got It. 
Book & Tape Swap 
Guns- Antiques 
Furniture- Appliances 
T.V.s. Stereo's. Lots More 
"Forthe Best Deal 
In Town" 
(cff.fl 
Welner pigs for sale. Call 635. 
2603 (ctf-) 
Repossessed Yamaha organ 
$1695 or host offer. Phone 635. 
7207. (c-5-9) 
For Sale: Franklin stove with 
grate, screen and 8 Inch stove 
pipe. Phone 635-4279. (p-5-9) 
For Sale: Birch fireplace wood, 
call 635-2958. (p-3-7) 
i 
For Sale: New Winchester 
model 94 3030, fired half box 
shell. Phsne 635-7706. )p.4-5) 
Electrical 'Service, 60 amp with 
breakers $55.00, Snow Ski's, 130 
cm with poles and size 3 boots 
$35.00. Snow Ski's 150 cm with 
poles and size 8 boots $55.oo. 
Sleigh $5.00. Water ski's, J. 
Combl, New $35.00. Ice Skates. 
Daoust slzo 6 $10.00. Music 
stand, collapsable $3.00. 
strombacker Road Racing set, 
misc. ploces. Phone 635.4031 
after 6 p.m. (p.2.S) 
For Sale: Gold nuggets at 10c, 
2So, 50c MIn. order aS.00. All 
orders C.O.D. Complete 
satisfaction or money refunded. 
Wm. W. Larkln, Canyon View, 
Placer Mines, Rock Creek, B.C. 
(c.4-20) 
New hay for sale: R. Perry, 
Woodcock, B.C. Mailing ad. 
:lrees: Box 99, Kitwange. 
Phone 112-849-5404 (p- 
~,5,10,1/,20,5,10,15,20) 
37. Pets 
To be given away: Puppies - 
Attractive 5 week old Irish Wolf 
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37. Pets 
For Sale: Collio Cross pup 2Y~ 
months. Phone 635.5007. (o 
5,6,7) / 
For Sale: Registered 10 months 
old Male Alaskan Malmut. To 
see phone 635.5688. (p.2.5) 
38 Wanted - M isc .  
Wanted : One right front fender 
for 1968 Chevy 2. Phone 635.6479 
after 5 p.m. (p.5) 
Wanted: A large deep freeze 
(22 cu. ft. or more), and 
refrigerator with good freezing 
compartment. Call 635.5433. (p. 
S) 
43. Rooms for  Rent 
Room for rent for single gee. 
tlmen in the bench area. With 
kitchen and living roar 
facilities. Phone 635.3971 CTP 
47. Homes for  Rent 
For Rent: 2 bedroom house. 
With large acreage on Old 
Remo Rd. Available Nov. 1. 
635-6479 after 5 p.m. (p5,6) 
48. Suites for  Rent 
/ I Olindon Manor 
IFurnlshed or unfurnished studio I 
Ior 1 bedroom apartments. I 
Isecurlty enterphone. Saun~.l 
/ ~.4261 I / 638-1032 J 
i I HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue n 
Sleeping rooms, housekeeping| 
units, centrally located. Fullyl 
furnished. Reasonable rates by I
day or week. Non.drlnkersJ 
only. Phuno 635.6611. (ctt) I 
Furnished two bedroom unit 
carpeted, fireplace, dishes, 
linen, T.V., vacuum otc. 
Suitable for working people. 
Phone 635.6757. (p-2.6) 
For Rent: 3 bedroom basement 
suites, wall to wa l l  carpeting, 
close to E.T. Kenney school. 
Frldge and stove would like two 
quiet people. Phone 635.7939. 
(I)-3-4-5) 
48. Suites for  Rent 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 




New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suite 
for rent. Frldge, stove, drapes, 
carpet, rec area, sauna and pool 
table, with security en 
terpohune and elevator. Ab- 




Office No. 2 - 46n3 Scoff. One, 
two and three nedrnom part. 
~onte. Laundry & Storage 
area. Near schools and 
downtown. Clean, quiet 




For Rent: One bedroom 
basement suite, furnished. 
Only quiet couple or single may 
apply. Phone 635.3677. (p-5) 
1967 10x58 Squire two bedroom 
house trailer. Gun type fur- 
nace. NIce and clean, carpeted 
In the bathroom and llvlng room 
$168 per month. No anlmals, 
No singles Phones 635.248~ 
between 4.6:30 p.m. to view. (p- 
2-S) 
Near new 2 bedroom apartmem 
In 6.plex close to hospital, lY~ 
baths, stove and frldga. 
Avallabte Nov. let Phone 635 
5213 (cff) 
3 bedroom row housing suites. 
Full basement, 1V= baths, Ya 
block from schools. 3 rain. walk 
from town. Suitable for 
families. $250 per month. 6 
months lease. Apply sul!e 118, 
3530 Kalum. (cff) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
2 bedroom suite. •Available 
October 1, 1977. Centrally 
located. Phone 635.9471 (ctf) 
For Rent: Suite for executive 
home. Self contained 1 bedroom 
with separate entrance. Phone 
635-7485. Available Im- 
mediately. (p.4,S) 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST LEASE TO OWN 
Before you buy, Investigate the advantages of this rent.to. 
own plan. All monies paid apply to purchosa. Why tie up 
your cash or borrowing power. 1st and last months rest and 
drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
II __  . 
i '78 F-250 '78 Van '78 
Ecenollne ~ ton 
$149 per rag. $134 per mo. $126 per mo. 
'78 Cougar '78 Camera ~l~-Zeohyr~ 
All New 
• $137 per rag. $139 per rag. $106 par mo. 
CALL  LARRY HAYE$-R ICHARDS COLLECT*  
987-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
11~0MARINE DRIVE 
"NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A 
Do It Now 
41uminum 
Sheets 
26"  x 38  "[~'  
12 ,heetl only. 3 -75  
Tile DAILY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St, Terraoo 
WANTED 
Ambitious boys or girls to do carrier 
routes- ;7 
Good experience and earnings for the 
right nersons. 
Phone Mr. LobeUe 636-6367 
1he Temnoe Daily HmM 
49. Homes for Sale 
Four bedroom house'with un- 
finished basement on 5 acres of 
land. Across from N.W.C.C. 
also work shop 60' x 40' wide and 
20' high. On 12.5 acres, V~ mite 
from city Limits. For more 
Information phone Houston 845- 
2920 or write to Box 580. (p-Oct 
14) 
For Sale: 2 bedroom house on 
large corner lot. Price $16,500. 
Frldge and stove Included. 
Phone 63.5.3677. (p-S) 
For Sale: 2 bedroom house with 
20 space trailer court. Located 
5016 Park Ave. phone 635- 3769 
after 6. (p-5,9) 
Owner leaving soon - priced fd/ 
sell. A cozy 3 bedroom| 
modernly built home In Thor| 
nhlll. Features a lovely mural  
In living room - fireplace | 
dining room with patio deers |  
sundeck . lots of kitchen cup| 
boards - attractive hothrnom | 
workshop- laundry room. / 
This 1800 sq. ft. home sits er~ 
two-thlrde acres. Furnished 04 
unfurnlshod. Taxes $51.00 only| 
For view phone after 4:30 p.m| 
at 635.3986. / 
(e. Prl.) . _ J 
I 
FOR SALE 
3 bedroom home with ogre. 
pleted basement, suite car .1~. ted 
throughout, Shaw flrepmce 
dus many extras. Drive by 4801 
Halllwell or phone 635.3944 after 
5 p.m. for details. Priced at 
$51,500. (cff) 
~:or Sale: 1 bedroom house at 
4M3 Kalth Avenue. Price $2,000. 
Must be moved before 
snowfall. Phone 635.6334 days 
or 635-6974 nigMs. (c-19-9) 
55. P roper ty  for  Sale 
For Sale: 
• 238 acres of Prime River- 
bottom 
. House 
• Vegetable Storage Barn 
• Machine Shed 
• Animal Shelter 
• Large Green House 
• 4 wells 
• approx. 45 acres under 
cultivation the rest stumped 
and windrowed 
. Large River Frontage 
- 10mlnutee from town on paved 
highway 
• Will consider house for down 
$135,000 
KIIby Road New Remo 635-3423 
P.O. Box 594 
Terrace, B.C. 
(c.4-6) 
57. Automobi les  
Consign your c er,.tru.ck m. 







For Sale: 1973 GMC V= ton 4x4. 
Needs some work, call 635.5605 
after 5 p.m. (c.4.14) 
For Sale: 1976 Dodge Van. For 
Sale. 225 6 cyl. 3.speed. Phone 
635*7702 (p-4,5) 
Must sell: 1973 Vega G.T. plus 
winter tires. In good condition. 
Interested parties only. For 
further Information phone 635- 
5191 (p.4,5) 
For Sale: 1958 Cougar 289 
engine 4.opead radial P.S. lots 
of extras needs some work, new 
engine. Inquire at 4017 N. 
Munroo 635-6728 after 5 p.m. (p. 
2-5) 
57. Automobih  ; 
For Sale: 1974 To )te p ickup . .  
Good condition $2~ ~).00 or beet 
offer. Phone 635.: 98 (p.3,4,5) 
For Sale: 4x4 1965 Jeep 
wagoneer, 327 ~' standard, 
'P.S., P.B., new e> aust, tlree, 
braked, good runnl' ~ condition, 
asking $1500.00 P tne  62~9868 
Prince Rupert. (.5,6,9.10,14) 
1974 Mazda, 4 ,)or Station. 
Wagon. Low miles e, excellent "" 
condltlun. $2400 ! 'm. phuna ": 
638.1842 after 6 p.! . (stf) " 
TRG- Good condtlo 69, Inquire .: 
at Northwest :ommunlty 
Collage Dora 6, Rc m 102 (p.2- :: 
6) ., 
76 HONDA ( VIC 
"HATCHB~ :K" :: ' j  
Featuring: Low n ;eege, AM- ~ 
FM, In dash stereo tape deck, 
radial fires, clock, "oaf rack, :: 
console, many oth r options. 
Get economy wltl good gas " 
mlleagel Phone63~ 1449after 5 :: 
p.m. (c-2-9) :: 
For Sale: 1973 F "d CAmper 
Spoclel, 360 moto! automatic 
P.S. and P.B. Go~ condition. 
Phone 635.7485 (p-.~ 1-5) 
Transfers - Plates Sales Tax. 
See Wlghtman Smith - 
AUTOPLAN age t. 4611 _ 
Lakelse Ave. Ter~ co. Opon 
Saturday. (ctt) ~: 
For Sale: 9500 MC Dump-  
truck, 310 power, 13 pesd trans, .~ 
Jake 38,000 rears, 23,500 wlth "" 
lob, can be seen at /~lller's Job :! 
Site Kltwanga. (p.: 4,5,) 
For Sale: 3 bedroom modular 
home. Full basement on 2acres 
$34,900. Phone 635.3469 or 679. 
3961 (c.Sapt. Oct) For Sale: 1968 I ternatlonel ::. 
• • 1974 Chev Crew Cab Camper pickup, S~L~0.00 or est offer. 
~ml Your heart works Spoclal. Loaded ao new Inolda Phone 635-5188 afte 4 p.m. (p- 
C~ harder when and out. $5,000. Also 1964 In- 3 '4'$) . . . .  
~:~...you're not inthe• " r " " .tsrnatlonal Scout. : .4x4.1n ex.- " ' ~  
~m~l game. Get fit ~ cellant condition. $1~100 Phone For Sale: 1974 M~ da Deluxe 
and turn the ~12.S564. (p.4,5) Coupe 808, 35,000 mes.  Cheap 
clock back• at $1200. Radial tl ~s. Phone 
I~1 For Sale: 1966 Auto.car gravel 635-6455. (p.5) 
Fimessistun. truck, rebuilt 318, new clutch, 
• Try some. rebuilt rear end, aluminum box For Sale: 1975 I ~ge Dart 
new pump, rebullt hoist. Steady Custom 4 door, Snt  6 with -~ 
" , - - , - -~" J~~O~ deuhle shift work untl, end of Chrysler. Options ;,000 miles :: 
Nov. Can be seen at Mlllers Job slnce new 53695. Ph ne 635.3750 : 
at Kltwange. (p.3,4,5) behNeen 6 and 7 p.~ . (p.5) :. 
.:~.:~.::~;~,.......,..~., . . . .  ::....:.,.~.:.~.;.., ~;;  ~..-.:.~.-...::.~..'.:: = ~; ..:::.::.'::- :. :. :!:,,.~!~':!i~i:i!~ii!~i!i~!!!!! :! ~i~:~::~ii.i~:.:ii!) " ~::::..~.~;~:~:.:.::;.:~:~:~:~:~:.:.-.; : :~::.:~;..~::.:..::~..;;;:~.::~..~..~.'. .  .. ... " . ,,L ::" "":"-" : ' "'; 
Come to Church 
SALVATION 
A I IMY 
4637 Welsh 
Captain: Bill Young 
9:45 Sunday School 
11:00 Morning Workshop 
7:30 Evening Services 
Mon. Cottage meeting 7:30 
Wed. Home league 7:30 
Sat. Youth group 7:30 
phone 
Captain or Mrs. I;m Young. 
l iT. MATTNI IW'S  
CNUNCN 
Anglican Church of Canada 
4726 Lazelle.Avenue, Terrace 
Rev. Lance Stephens- 635.5855 
Church: 635.9019 
Olurch service 10 a.m. 
Sunday School 10a.m. 
MI INNONIT I  
IR I ITN I I IN  
CNUIICN 
3406 Eby Strest 635.3015 
Pastor Dwayne Barkmen 
3406 Eby Street Phone 635.3015 
Pastor Dwayne Barkman 
Sunday School 10:00 am 
Family Worship Service i1:00 
a.m. 
I IVANGI IL ICAL  
FRi l l  C l IUI ICN 
Car. Park Ave. and Sparks St. 
Rev. W.H. Tatum 
3302 Sparks Street 635.5115 
9:45 Sunday School 
11:00 Moraine Workshop 
7315 Evening Services 
KNOX UNIT I ID 
¢NUNCN 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Minister Ray. uave Marlyn 
Sunday School 
Senior 12 & up 10300 a.m. 
Under 12 11:00 a.m. 
Worship service 11:00 a.m. 
TIIINIIACll 
ALL IANCl l  
CNUIICN 
Pastor Roy Taylor 
~unday 9:45. Bible School 
11:00 a.m. - Morning Worship 
7:15 p.m. Evening Service 
Wed. 7:30 p.m. • Bible Study & 
Prayer 
UPLANDS 
BAPT IST  
CNUIICN 
Pastor D.K. Hale 635.9398 
Corner of Halllwell 
end N. Thomas 
10:00 a.m. Bible Teaching 
Sunday School 
11300 a.m. Morning Worship 
Service 
7:30 p.m. Singing and Bible 
Study 
Weds. 
8:00 p.m. Home Bible Studies 
"You are Welcome at 
Uplands" 
• CUUIIICH OF gOD 
11116 River Drive 
Terrace, B.C. 
Rev. R.L. White 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Evening Worship. 7:30 p.m. 
Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 p.m. 
Sunday School 10 a.m. 
.. • ,...,.. ..... ~....~....~.........;.....~.....S.........~............~;:.:.~:>j:.:...:.:.:.:.:.:.:;:;:.:.:.:.:.:.:~..:.: :.:.:.: .:.:.:.:.:.:.:~..:.:.:.::::::::::.:.:.:.:.:.:. : .~..'. .' ~:~:!, 
~:i~!:i~!~i~i:~.~.::::~::::~:::::~::~:~!::~!:~::~::~;.:i:::~:::~:~:~:i~:~:::.%:.:.:.;;~;:.:.:.:.~:.:.~.~.:.:~:.~.....~...~.:...:~.~.'' '.'.:.:.~.'.'.'.';';'.' '.'.: .. . ..... .. :':':';' ':':':":": 
ZION DAI 'T I IT  - 
CHUl i¢ I ~" 
(;or. ~parks& eith 
Pastor:Paul Mol dnger :;. 
Office 6:.2407 = 
Home 6:.5309 
Sunday Scnool 9:~ ,.m. ": 
Morning Worship 1 ~ a.m. "~" 
.~ ,  
CHII ISTI  &N "~ 
I I I IFOI I /S l iD 
ClHIUII4 !1 
Sparks St. at Stra me Ave. ~, 
Rev. Arthur Halloa m 635.2621 
Sunday School - Ter~ ~ce 10 a.m. 
Sunday School - Rer. ) 2:30 p.m e; 
11:00 a.m. Worship ;ervlce :.~ 
5:00 p.m. Worship : trvlca ~. 
PI INTI I¢O ITAL  .: 
TABI INN; LCLII -~ 
4647 Lazelle re. :* 
Pastor M. Ke lady ": 
Office 635.2434 Hot • 635.5336 
Sunday School 10:0 a.m. :. 
Morning Worship 1 00 a,m, 
Sunday Evening 7: ; p.m. .-. 
Blble Study Wed. 7 ~ p.m. 
Youth Night Thurs 7:30 p.m " 
SACli I i l )  N IA I IT  
PA I I IS  HI ' 
4830 Straume Ave. terrace. 
Phona:635.2312. 
Sunday Masses .:,. 
6:15 a.m. .:. 
10:15 a.m. 
11330 a .m. .  .g .  
7:30 p.m. - ,  
22 
¢HI I IS1 . :  
LUTNIII I:  LN ~,-. 
CNUliCt I ~ 
Car. ~perks St. & P rk Ave. 
Rev. Rolf Nosteruc ,35..Sil82 ":: 
Morning Service - .1 a.m. 
Church School - 9 3 a.m. .: 
Sunday  bChoo le  LO I  I rmaf lOh  . . ,  
Youth and Adult CI sses ,': 
.c. 
i /  
g 
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COM C',S I 
Th Wizar([ of Id by parker and Johnny hart 
II1[ 
' 1 6At.Lee, you ~ II III ~Ut.t-'(/ / ,~ / ~AKe Ht~ 
B.C. 
wao ia ~FoN~ ~ Bomt.~N~ 
iiii': " 
ematma¢. lm 
by johnny hart 
/ui/~ " t " 
Doonesbury 
11 
77~ I I //~ ,~",~VT"/~W ,.---  
cot~oorfo~me t~e.~ I I ave~:u  ~ua [ ~l 
OUgE! IP He tOVEtO 7"/AE , . _ . _  
7~EO, tI~VTP.B~, ,¢VD IB I I! 
Hagar the Horrible 
by Garry Trudeau 
HUH? NO 
8.9., ;rlt~.y'lcE / ( /~ I I~?  £ . 
,Atc, eAoy #,¢'BO" 
! ~/~ P .4~ 
by Dik Browne 
Catfish 
I I~  IT C O T ~ ~  ~ 
When it comes to 
looking after yourself, 
use your head. 
by Rog Bollen 
- A o o~ ".2 
I~ --,~-..-.~'~/' - ~ '~- '~-_ t~7" - -~ .• - "  
Scientists know about the existence of 20,000 fossil fish. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  





The  Canadtan  movement  lo t  persona l  I l l ness  
HENFREY 
MASON & CO. LTD. 
4 
Trustees, Receivers, Liquidators, 
are pleased to announce 
the opening o/offices 
located at 
1500 UnitedKingdom Building 
409 Granvilie Street 
Vancouver, B.C V6C IT2 
Telephone (604) 669.5050 
• needs experienced Sawmill and Planermlll Personnel 
MILLWRIGHTS (Certified) 
PLAN ERMEN ( No.1 Qualifications) 
A wide range of benefits are available including subsidized 
Dental Plan. The wages are in accordance with the I.W.A. 
Contract In effect. 
Houston is located in the Bulkley Valley 190 miles west of 
Prince George'bn Highway 16. Hunting, fishing and other 
outdoor opportunities combined,with modern schools and 
shopping facilities to make H'ouston a very attractive 
community in which to live. Living accommodations or, 
available. 
Applicants are asked to apply in writing describing 
qualifications and experience tot 
The gersonnel bupervlser, 






For Sale: 1968 Mustang. Good 
running gear. Asking S$00. 
Phone 638-1493 (p-5,6) 
1970 Ford LTD. Good condition. 
Best offer. Phone after 5 p.m. 
638-1577 or view at 5218 Mc. 
Connell. (p-5) 
58. Mobile Homes 
For Sale: 12x55 3 bedroom 
trailer. Good condition. Call 
635.5970 (c.5.14) 
For Sale: • Mobile Home. Set up 
In Woodland Heights Trailer 
Park. Fully skirted, with Jsey 
shack. Phone ClS.5348 after 5:00 
p.m. (c.3,4,5,6,7) 
4 year old 3 bedroom Sateway 
House trailer. Nice kitchen 
Ilvlngroom area, laundry 
hookups service. 75' fenced lot. 
Furnished with appllancee. For 
more Information phone 635. 
6916 after 6 p.m. (c-4,9,14,19,3) 
Trailer and addition on lot In 
Thornhlll. Lawn, greenhouse, 
and woodshed, Will consider 
trades. Phone 635.2641 
'evenings. and weekends. (p. 
' . . . .  ~,15,16,19,20,21,3,4,5) 
66. Rec. Vehicles 
13' Camper Trailer. Phone 635- 
$628 (p-1-5) 
68. Legal 
SEALED TENDERS, marked 
Inferior Fainting Residence. 
Slithers B.C. for 203 North 
Broadway, Slithers, B.C. will 
be accepted by the Honourable 
the Minister, Department of. 
Public Works, care of Foreman 
of Works, 4827 Kelth Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. up to 2 p.m., 
October 20, 1977. 
Tendering documents may be 
obtained from Government 
Agent Office Slithers, B.C. and 
also viewed at 4827 Kelth 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. on and 
after October 5, 1977. 
The lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted. 
H.J. Morlok - Foreman of 
Works 
for Minister of Public Works, 




The Estate of George Little, 
otters for sale, the following 
Estate property, located In 
Terrace, B.C. 
Lots one to five Inclusive, and 
Blocks 4 and 11, located on 
Legion Ave., between Glacier 
Glass and the Cur,lng Rink. 
Block 3, and the western portion 
of Block S, on the north side of 
Little Avenue. 
Bids will be accepted to October 
31st, 1977. The highest otter or 
any otter, not necessarily ac. 
cepted. Cash preferred. 
Gordon Little, 
executor. 
4517 Cedar Crescent, ' 
Terrace, B.C. VBG lX5 
(c-w.fh.fr. 4 weeks) 
rejected 
MtAMI; leJa., (AP) - -  
~nny Zamora, the 1S-year- 
old whose defence against a 
first-degree murder charge 
was based on a claim of 
television-induced insanity, 
was convicted late Thur- 
~"~T]~e jury of nine men and 
six women reached the 
decision after about two 
hours of deliberation. 
The youth also was con- 
victed on three other 
counts-burglary, armed 
robbery an d-pQssession of a 
• fire-arm during the com- 
mission of a feIony. 
Zamora stood, pale and 
shaken and headbowed, 
during the reading of the 
verdicts. His mother, sitting 
behind him, was ex- 
pressionless. 
Circuit ,Judge Paul Baker 
agreed to a defence request 
for a pre-sentence, in- 
vestigatmn of Zamora's 
background and set sen- 
tencing for Nov. 7. 
The prosecution has 
waived the death penalty in 
the ease, citing the boy's 
age. The charge now carries 




NEW YORK (AP) - -  
Somehow the lasagna that 
Detective Victor Ruggiero 
found, in a Long Island 
couple's home freezer didn't 
look like the Italian dish 
morn used to make. 
Ru~iero told a state Su- 
Pednreme Court hearing 
esday that when he 
investigated further, he 
found four brown packets 
instead of pasta between the 
layers, and in those packets 
was money--more than 
$17,000 all in $50 bills. 
Ruggiero and two other 
members of the Manhattan 
district attorney's squad, 
investigating the 
mysterious disappearance 
of $5 million from an un- 
claimed trunk at an East 
bide warehouse, obt~ned a 
warrant to search the home 
of Richard and Alice Lynch 
of Holbrook. 
Ruggiero said they found 
nothing until they came to a 
home freezer containisgthe 
pan of lasagna, which 
aroused his suspicion. 
No charges have been 
Wed against Lynch, who is 
described as related by 
marriage to one of two 
brothers previously ar. 




- Underspend budgets • 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  Attorney-General Garde ondary education including 
Hdman Resources Minister Gardom was the only community colleges; en- 
Bill Vander Zalm un- minister to overspend his viromuent, $S million; and 
derspent his ministry'_s bu.~et--and that by only $2 finance, ~2 million. 
budget for the last fiscal minion. The forests ministry.did 
year by more than $11o The public accounts for not spend $11 million of its 
million, the abridged Public the fiscal year ending budget, ;4 million of which 
Accounts of British March 81, 1977, which was to have been used for 
Columbia show. provide the general outlines reforestation; health, SIS 
of the government's revenue million of which $11 million 
andexpenditure,weremade was scheduled for hospital 
public Wednesday without programs; highways and 
publ ic  works, $866,000; comment from the govern- housing, $148,000 which 
ment. p lea  included a saving of $181,000 Of Vender Zalm's $110 on housing for senior 
million surplus, $61 million citizens. 
was to have been spent for The labor ministry spent 
welfare; $28 million for $994,0001ess than it had in its 
Position: Band Social Workei" 
~ :  Kltwanga Band Comcil 
Lecatl~: Kitwanga BandOffice 
Salary Range: $9,0S2,00 - !1,457,00 plus 15 percent Isolation 
Allowance 
Apply in writing by submiltlng Resume and References to: 
Kitwanga Band Council 
P.O. Box 207 
Kitwenga, B.C. 
Closing Date_: October lath, 1977 
Starting Date: November I, 1977 
Applicants will be netified for an interview data and time 
depending on their qualifications. 
~nn is ter  the Kltwonga Band Social Assistance Program. 
Administers the Kitwanga Band Social Services Program. 
Advises the Council and the Village Committees on matters 
within their control on the General Social Services Program. 
Basic Rec~ulremeets: 
Completion of Secondary School Education and shows the 
ability to go ar, d complete graduate study end for completion 
of one of the non.professlenal social worker courses and a 
considerable number of years of related experiences of social 
work or school of Social Work equivalency. 
Willingness to work irregular hours, must have e motor 
vehicle and hold a valid drivers Ilcence. 
senior citizens and han- 
dicapped persons; $17 roll. 
lion for services for families 
and children; and $2 million 
budget; mines and 
e t ro leum r esourc  
90,000; municipal affairs, 
$47,000; the provincial 
secretary's department, 
$9.7 million including 
million allocated for era- 
each for community 
programs and for special 
pro_grams for the retarded. 
The agriculture ministry ployee benefits; recreation 
underspent by $2.5 m'.dlion; and travel industrY, $3.6 
consumer  ser .v lce~:  million; and transport and 
$331,000;  economt  communica  t 
development, $1.3. million; million, which includes $15 
education, $11 million which million slated for the motor 
was allocated to post sec- vehicles branch. 
SECRETARY 
Canadian Cellulose Company, Limited 
has a forthcoming requirement for a 
fully qualified confidential secretary at 
its Northern Pulp Operations in Prince 
Rupert.. 
Reporting to the general manager, the 
successful candidate will perform a 
variety of duties related to this senior 
secretarial position. 
Canci|dates with well developed in- 
terpersonal and secretarial skills, 
preferably with shorthand and dic: 
taphone, and with a minimum of S years 
related experience are invited to apply. 
Relocat ion  ass i s tance  ands  com-  
prehensive benefit package is available 
in addition to an excellent start!rig 
salary. 
Interested persons should forward a 
confidential resume outlining 
qualifications and work history to: 
Personnel Supervisor 
G.R. Hudson, 




Northern Pulp Operations 
P.O. Box 1000, 
Prince Rupert, B.0. 
McCOLL 
REAL ESTATE SERVICES 
A.J. McCOLL (Notary Public) 
635-6131 3239-A KALUM STREET 
HOMES WITH SPECIAL FEATURES 
This 4 bedroom 4 way split 
level Is situated on bench with 
panoramic view of Sheens 
Valley. Brand new kitchen 
and excellent work center. 
Includes FR. ST. & DW. 
Separate sunroom. 2 car 
garage. Outdoor Bar.B.Que, 
All this and more for under 
$70,000. 
This 3 bedroom centrally 
located home Is completely 
finished up and down and has 
many built-In features. 
Bebutlfully landscaped with 
large garden and fruit trees.' 
Completely fenced. Tool shed. 
Added feature natural gas. 
Asking $55,000. 
RESIDENTIAL ACREAGE WOODLAND PARK 
2.78 acres on Woodland Park Drive. Excellent building site 
partially cleared with balance nicely treed. Drilled well on 
property. Hydroand phoneavallable. Asklng$19,000. 
BUILDING LOTS IN LAKELSE LAKE SUBDIVISION 
Nlcotydevoloplngoffshoresubdlvlslonat Lakelse Lake. Just 
off access read to Oil's Place. 75'x200' lots with second 
growth. Hydro and phone available. Reasonable prices. 
• STARTER HOMES IN GOOD CONDITION 
Cozy 2 bedroom hom~ on 2 bedroo'm home~l lat;ge*l~ot 
Granam Avenue. Large overlooking Skeena River. 
fenced backyard. Good way to Room to add more or enjoy the 
begin at view reasonable peace as Is. Asking only 
asking price of $19,000. $21,000. 
i 
Bonnie Shaw Hight Phones 63s.6970 
Bud McColl 635.2662 
CENTRAL MICROFILM BUREAU 
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